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Abstract

This thesis presents a new and scalable implementation of an optimal image subtraction
(termed “OIS”) method proposed by Alard & Lupton (1998). A novel feature of this
work is that it is written in the most commonly used image processing language,
Interactive Data Language (IDL), and can be easily used by other astronomy research
groups. In fact, one research group at the Departamento Sistema Solar Instituto de
Astrofísica de Andalucía at the direction of Dr. J.L. Ortiz uses the IDL code in its work
with trans-Neptunian objects (TNO) light curves.

The code is tested extensively on professional image sets. Subtractions from the IDL
code show the detection of brightness-varying objects including supernovae (SNe), active
galactic nuclei (AGN), and variable stars, and position-changing objects including Main
Belt asteroids, Kuiper Belt objects, comets, and SNe light echoes. Sought, but not yet
detected, was an exoplanet transit.

Original astronomical discoveries are presented including SN 2006al, and SN 2006bi.
Presented also is a subtraction that effectively separates SN 1999av from its host galaxy
using an image set from two different telescopes. New AGN candidates are presented,
some of which do not appear in the literature. Also presented are the discoveries of 76
Main Belt asteroids made by student participants in the International Asteroid Search
Campaign.

A complete derivation is presented of the linear system of equations for the space-varying
kernel used in the OIS method. The set of vectors that define the Gaussian components
basis (GCB) are presented, and a new delta function basis (DFB) is introduced and shown
to produce better subtractions than the GCB.

A complete derivation of the linear system of equations, to correct the differential
background, is presented. Also presented is the re-definition of the basis vectors used to
conserve the photometric flux. This presentation proves the conversation of the flux, and
includes a number of proofs of theorems involving two-dimensional convolutions.

The OIS method uses sub-images, called “stamps”, that are small sections of images,
each containing one star, used to define the kernel. An automated stamp selection
procedure was designed utilizing utilities from the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
IDL User’s Astronomy Library. This procedure is presented including the masking of
bad pixels within the image sets prior to selecting the stamps.

The Magnier method is presented that aligns image sets with no or small differential
rotation. The sub-pixel adjustment issue is addressed using two methods, piecewise
cubic splines and polynomial interpolation convolution kernels. The complete derivation
of these convolution kernels is presented.

An attempt to define the quality of an OIS using a quality index is presented. This
attempt is only partially successful. It identifies improvements in subtractions using the
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delta function basis, but not the Gaussian components basis. The quality index shows
that the DFB produces better subtractions than the GCB.

Finally, a complete listing of the IDL source of the computer codes is found in the
appendix. These listings include the differential background correction, alignment and
sub-pixel adjustment, masking of moving object and SNe subtractions, and the space-
varying kernel OIS method. The original IDL source code is available upon request.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Objects that vary in brightness or in position over time are of prime importance in
modern astronomy and astrophysics. There are many such objects including:

 Active galactic nuclei (AGN) and quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) that vary in
brightness when the black hole cores of galaxies or their surrounding accretion
disks change brightness over time,

 Variable stars such as a Cepheid variable that changes brightness when it expands
and contracts in size or a cataclysmic variable that fluctuates in brightness with a
hot spot on an accretion disk orbiting a white dwarf companion,

 Supernovae (SNe) exploding in distant galaxies that can become nearly as bright
as their host galaxies,

 Microlensing events that produce a sudden change in brightness as light from a
background source bends through the gravitational field of a foreground source
along the line-of-sight,

 Gamma ray bursts (GRBs) linked to hypernovae lasting on average 30-seconds
and generating a hundred times the energy of an ordinary SNe,

 Extrasolar planets transiting their parent stars slightly dimming the stars,
 Moving objects across a field of view such as asteroids, comets, Kuiper Belt

objects (KBOs) and even SNe light echoes.

Searches for these objects are undertaken by acquiring an image of the region of the sky
followed by a second image taken at a later time. The length of the time interval is
dependent upon what type of object is being sought. For example, for AGN and SNe the
typical time interval is 30 or more days. For SNe light echoes the time is on the order of
years while for asteroids and KBOs it is on the order of hours.

Ideally, both images are taken with the same telescope using the same filter and charge-
coupled device (CCD). The two images are carefully aligned and subtracted pixel-by-
pixel with the subtracted image revealing any changes in light, called residual light,
during the time period between the two images.

Astronomical CCD images represent nearly ideal computational and mathematical data.
CCDs exhibit a linear response. They organize their output images in a tractable
rectangular stable matrix, with uniformity that provides predictability from image to
image.

Many subtraction methods use a convolution procedure (Phillips & Davis 1995;
Tomaney & Crotts 1996; and Irwin & Irwin 2003). Identifying the two images as I and
R (i.e., the image and reference, respectively), a convolution kernel K is constructed. The
R image, typically the better-seeing of the two, is convolved to match the worse-seeing
image I. The convolution KR  is determined, and a pixel-by-pixel subtraction S is
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given by  KRIS  . For a kernel K of size L x L, where L is odd, the convolution

is defined as:

   









wi

wiu

wj

wjv
wjvwiuvuji KRKR 1,1,,

(1)

where  1
2

1
 Lw and (i,j) represents the ij-th pixel of the convolution.

KR is a match to I, but not equal to I since R and I contain a time-varying or position-
changing object. The subtraction  KRIS  reveals only the residual light from that

object. All of the other light sources subtract into the background, with the exception of
sources with saturation or blooming and hot pixels due to cosmic rays.

1.2 History of Image Subtractions

The current development of subtraction methods is the result of searches for microlensing
events caused when an object in the foreground passes along the line of sight of a star in
the background. In particular, the microlensing caused by massive compact halo objects
in the MACHO Project was the source of the “optimal image subtraction” (OIS) method
used in this study.

The MACHO Project was a collaboration of the Mt. Stromlo Observatory, Siding Spring
Observatory, the Center for Particle Astrophysics at the University of California (Santa
Barbara, San Diego, and Berkeley) and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
The project tested the hypothesis that a significant fraction of the dark matter in the halo
of the Galaxy consists of objects like brown dwarfs or planets [i.e., machos, see MACHO
Project (1997)].

Because of the low probability of having the ideal alignment necessary to produce a
microlensing event, images had to be taken of crowded star fields. This led to event
searches among hundreds of thousands, if not, millions of stars in the effort to identify
the few events that would be expected within such a sample. Therefore, to conduct these
searches successfully, subtraction methods were needed that were both effective and
computationally efficient.

The first subtraction method was done utilizing catalogs of objects within the image of a
crowded star field, constructed using the software DoPHOT or its derivatives. The point-
spread functions (PSFs) of the objects on the image were measured then compared to pre-
set PSF analytical models.

The types of objects being sought such as stars, double stars, and various-shaped galaxies
had their own analytical models, each with a defining set of independent parameters.
Non-linear regression methods were used to obtain the best fit of a catalog object PSF to
these parameters. Given a match with a pre-set model, the object in the catalog was
classified (Schecter, et al., 1993; Alard, 2000).
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Of the identified objects in the catalog, the corresponding best-fit analytical model was
used to subtract the objects from the image, leaving behind only those objects with PSFs
that had no best fits (i.e., objects with residual light). This method has proven successful
in the identification of microlensing events, and is still in use (Alard, 2000).

In the microlensing searches, the first use of a convolution appeared in 1996 (Tomaney &
Crotts, 1996) using an algorithm developed by Phillps & Davis (1995). In their 1996
paper, Tomaney & Crotts used a sub-image 128 x 128 pixels in size to test the algorithm.
A non-variable star was identified near the center of the sub-image, and an elliptical
Gaussian kernel was derived as the best fit of the full-width half maximum (FWHM) of
the image.

That is, the star in the better-seeing reference R was degraded to match the PSF of that
same star in the worse-seeing image I. The R sub-image was convolved with the best-fit
kernel then subtracted pixel-by-pixel from the I sub-image.

In the testing of this method, Tomaney & Crotts made an interesting discovery. They
best-fit kernel used in the sub-image subtraction did not necessarily perform well
elsewhere in the main image, in some cases as few as 500 pixels away from the sub-
image. This suggested the need for a space-varying kernel.

In turn, this led to the partitioning of the image and reference into 128 x 128 pixel sub-
images, selecting a non-variable star in each sub-image, deriving the best-fit elliptical
Gaussian kernel for each, subtracting with the convolution of that kernel, and merging the
subtracted sub-images back into a single subtraction (Alard, 2000).

Using a constant, elliptical Gaussian kernel but updating that kernel every 128 pixels is
one method of approximating a space-varying kernel. From this approach spawned the
development of the “optimal image subtraction” method proposed by Alard & Lupton
(1998).

1.3 Optimal Image Subtraction Method (OIS)

The OIS method constructs a convolution kernel K using a set of ~150 non-variable stars
[hereinafter called “stamps” after Alard (1998)], found on the two images to be
subtracted. These stamps are typically 20 x 20 pixels in size. They correspond from the
image to the reference, and are randomly distributed (i.e., a representative sample over
both).

Given a set of basis vectors },...,2,1:{ NnK n  defined in Chapter 3, the set of stamps is

used to build a kernel 
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which is then solved in the least square sense for },...,2,1:{ Nnan  , the coefficients used

in the basis vector expansion for K.

The subtraction is a pixel-by-pixel calculation given by  KRIS  . This approach

can be used to construct a single space-varying kernel eliminating the need to partition
the image and reference into 128 x 128 pixel sub-images and calculating as many as 256
constant, elliptical-Gaussian kernels.

1.4 Demonstration of the OIS Method

Consider two CCD images taken of the same area of the sky with the same telescope and
same filter but at different times. Once aligned (i.e., the images are aligned pixel-by-
pixel to sub-pixel accuracy), there remain differences due to varying seeing atmospheric-
generated conditions between the two images and varying conditions within the system
optics. In effect, it is not possible to acquire a pair of identical images.

Figure 1.4.1 shows two aligned images from the Deep Lens Survey (National Optical
Astronomy Observatory). These were taken with the 4-m Victor M. Blanco telescope
located at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, Chile. The same filter was used
in both but the images are separated in time by one year. The brightness-varying objects
being sought were AGN and SNe. (Pennypacker, 2004-2007).
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Figure 1.4.1. Image and reference from the CTIO 4-m Blanco
telescope, Chile (Pennypacker, 2004-2007).

Figure 1.4.2 shows matching stamps from the image and the reference. Clearly, the
image is the worse-seeing of the two. There is more background in the image and the
FWHM of the star within that stamp is larger.
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Figure 1.4.2. Corresponding stars in stamps from the image
and reference in Figure 1.4.1.

Another way to detect the difference between the image and reference is to look at the
profile or point-spread function (PSF) as shown in Figure 1.4.3. The differences in
intensity counts (flux) and FWHM can be seen.
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Figure 1.4.3. Point-spread functions of the stars in the two stamps
in Figure 1.4.2.

In order to subtract these two stamps, it is necessary to first adjust the star in the stamp
from the reference to match the corresponding star within the image (i.e., match the
better-seeing stamp with the worse-seeing stamp). This process is done mathematically
using a convolution.

A constant convolution kernel K is derived using the OIS of Alard (2000). It is applied to
the better-seeing image to match the two stars (i.e., the image with a PSF that has the
smaller FWHM). The kernel is a small matrix typically 13 x 13 that is applied across the
better-seeing image. It is centered on each pixel and replaces that pixel with a weighted-
average of the surrounding pixels, based upon the width of the kernel and using the
kernel values as the weights. See Equation (1) in Chapter 1.1.

This has the effect of spreading out the smaller PSF of the better-seeing image to match it
with the larger, worse-seeing PSF. See Figure 1.4.4, and note that the star from the
convolved reference stamp has a PSF which more nearly matches the star from the image
stamp.

With a matched PSF, the subtraction is done pixel-by-pixel  KRIS  . Figure

1.4.6 is the subtraction of the two stamps showing only random background. This
implies, to the sensitivity of the image and reference, that there was no change in this star
during the one-year interval of time.
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Figure 1.4.4. Point-spread functions of the image stamp and convolved
reference stamp. The reference was convolved using the OIS method
with a constant convolution kernel K. The PSFs are better matched after
the convolution.
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Figure 1.4.5. Stamps from the image and the convolved reference.
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Figure 1.4.6. OIS of the two stamps in Figure 1.4.5.
The star in the stamps subtracts out to random background,
revealing there were no changes in this star from the image
to the reference.

By way of comparison, a sub-image containing a galaxy with an AGN candidate was
selected from the same image and convolved reference. See Figure 1.4.7 for the profiles
or PSFs of the two. The PSFs are decidedly different so the subtraction does not show
random background as does the subtraction of the star. Instead it shows residual light
from the active nucleus. See Figure 1.4.8.
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Figure 1.4.7. Sub-images and PSFs of a galaxy with a suspected AGN.
The first sub-image comes from the image and the second from the
convolved reference. The PSFs are not matched, indicating residual
light between the two (i.e., a change in the galaxy from the image to
the reference).
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Figure 1.4.8. OIS of the two sub-images containing the galaxy with
a suspected AGN. Residual light is shown revealing the presence of
the AGN.
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Chapter 2 The Convolution Kernel

2.1 Introduction

As indicated before, let I and R be two aligned images taken of the same area of the sky
using the same telescope and CCD with the same filter, but at different times. I is the
worse-seeing image to be matched and R is the better-seeing image, called the reference.
R is used to match I using a convolution kernel K.

In the first derivation, it is assumed that the kernel K is constant. That is, the PSF of the
stamps is not varying over the image in such a way that the kernel will change its size or
any of its entry values. If there are variations in the PSF over the image, a space-varying
kernel can be used. The derivation of a space-varying kernel of fixed size follows in
Chapter 2.3, again using the OIS methods of Alard (2000).

To derive the kernel, first be certain I and R are carefully aligned to the sub-pixel level.
Second, select a set of stamps containing corresponding stars selected from I and R.
These stamps are typically 21 x 21 sub-images, and must be uniformly distributed over I
and R. They are used to set up the equation KRI  to be solved in the least squares
sense for the convolution kernel K.

With the kernel K in hand, it is applied to R as a convolution (i.e., KR  ) with this result
subtracted from I. This gives the pixel-by-pixel subtraction KRIS  , which is then
analyzed for brightness-varying or position-changing objects.

2.2 Constant Kernel

Let I and R be the aligned image and reference, and of size SR x SC. Identify the
following sets of stamps },...,2,1:{ PkI k  within the image I, and let },...,2,1:{ PkRk 

be the corresponding stamps within the reference R. P represents the number of stamps
to be used in the derivation of the convolution kernel K. Each stamp is ηk x ηk where ηk is
assumed to be odd.

The process of identifying the set of stamps is described in Chapter 4.2. The selection
and processing of these stamps is one of the main undertakings of this work.

Let K be an L x L kernel, where L is odd, to be applied to R in a convolution match with I.
Define the basis vectors for the kernel K, },...,2,1:{ NnK n  where N is fixed and

21 LN  . Expanded with respect to this basis, the kernel is given by 
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A discussion of different choices for the basis vectors is given in Chapter 3. For this
derivation it assumed that the basis is already specified. Therefore, the mathematical task
is to solve for },...,2,1:{ Nnan  , the coefficients of the basis expansion.
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Consider the equation KRI  to be solved in the least squares sense over the stamps.
Let Ek,i,j be defined as the following:
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Where Pk 1 , kni 1 , and knj 1 . Ek,i,j represents the error between the ij-th

pixels of I and the k-th convolved stamp.

The sum of the squares of the errors over all pixels and stamps gives the least squares
function from which the linear system is obtained that determines the values of
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Finally, the following N x N linear system is set up:

M a = b

where 
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Nn ,...,2,1 and Nl ,...,2,1 .

This linear system is solved for the vector  TNaaaa ,,, 21  , which contains the

coefficients needed to express the convolution kernel 
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as an expansion of the

basis vectors. In this study, LU decomposition with single-precision arithmetic was used
to extract this solution. However, this approach does not take advantage of the fact this
system is positive definite, which allows for the use of more efficient system solvers
(Astier, 2004).

2.3 Space-Varying Kernel

To allow for the possibility that the kernel K varies across the image, the coefficients an

of the expansion are re-defined as an(x,y) where (x,y) are pixel coordinates of the aligned
images I and R. As proposed by Alard (2000) it is assumed that these coefficients are bi-
variate polynomials of (x,y), with each an(x,y) multiplying one basis vector Kn:
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The degree of the polynomial is d. an(x,y) contains a total of )2)(1(
2

1
 dd terms.

Functions other than a polynomial in (x,y) could be used. In general, a set of basis

functions can be defined  21, 0,0:),( DlDmyxlm  where the coefficients of

the kernel basis vectors become 
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lmlmnn yxyx  . In the Alard (2000)

approach, lm
lm yxyx ),(, for mdldm  0,0 , and in the constant kernel

solution 1),(, yxlm for all m, l, and (x,y). In this study no other functional forms for

),(, yxlm have been investigated, other than the bi-variate polynomials proposed by

Alard (2000); however, this would make for an interesting future study.
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Consider the equation KRI  to be solved in the least squares sense over the set of
stamps. As before with the constant kernel solution, let Ek,i,j be defined as the following:
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On an individual stamp, the bi-variate polynomial an(x,y) is assumed to be constant, and
set to its value at the coordinates of the center pixel )ˆ,ˆ( kk yx . This constant approach

over a stamp is proposed by Alard (2000). It may be possible to weaken this condition by
allowing an(x,y) to vary across the stamp but this has not been studied:
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The sum of the squares of the errors over all pixels and stamps gives the least squares
function from which the linear system is obtained that determines the α-coefficients that
define each of the bi-variate polynomial functions an(x,y):
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The least squares solution is given by:
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where Nq ,...,2,1 and for each value of q, dr ,...,1,0 , rds  ,...,1,0 .

This gives the following:
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A re-organization of the above equation produces the linear system:
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where Nq ,...,2,1 and for each q, dr ,...,1,0 , rds  ,...,1,0 .

In other words, for each Nq ,...,2,1 there are )2)(1(
2

1
 dd equations. This defines a

Q x Q linear system where )2)(1(
2

1
 ddNQ . For an example of this linear system,

refer to the Appendix A2.3.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the system of equations for the OIS convolution kernel K was derived for
the constant kernel case and the space-varying case with a fixed-size kernel. The three
important equations presented or developed thus far are:

(1) Definition of a Convolution
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where  1
2

1
 Lw and (i,j) represents the ij-th pixel of the convolution.

(2) Linear System for the Constant OIS Kernel

M a = b where 
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Nn ,...,2,1 and Nl ,...,2,1 .

The solution is the vector  TNaaaa ,, 21 .

(3) Linear System for the Space-Varying, Fixed-Size OIS Kernel
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where Nq ,...,2,1 and for each q, dr ,...,1,0 , rds  ,...,1,0 .

The solution is the vector  Tlmn ,,  where Nn ,...,2,1 , dm ,...,1,0 , and

mdl  ,...,1,0 .

The kernel 
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in the constant case and 
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used to calculate the convolution of the reference KR  followed by the subtraction
KRIS  .
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Chapter 3 Basis Vectors

3.1 Introduction

Alard (1999, 2000) proposed what are called the “Gaussian components basis” (GCB),
although the precise mathematical nature of this basis was not fully specified. A clearer
explanation and definition is provided by Astier (2004-2007). Essentially, the GCB
utilizes the Gaussian structure of the point spread functions (PSFs) of the stars within the
stamps, and produces a kernel with Gaussian structure that is symmetric off its center
then trails to zero toward its edges.

A detailed definition of the GCB is provided in Chapter 3.3. However, it is important
first to understand that the GCB produces a subspace of the vector space of L x L kernels
K (typically, L = 13). That is, any kernel generated by the GCB possesses the Gaussian
structure off of its center. If kernels are needed that do not have this centered-structure,
the GCB is unable to produce them.

To illustrate this point, the typical-sized kernel is 13 x 13, which means the space of all
kernels has a dimension of 132 = 169. If Nc is the number of Gaussian components and

},...,2,1:{ ck Nkd  is the set of degrees of these components, the total number of vectors

is 



cN

k
kk ddN

1

)2)(1(
2

1
1 . Following Alard (2000) and Astier (2004-2007), Nc = 3

and d1 = 6, d2 = 4, and d1 = 2 giving N = 50 < 169, so the span of the GCB does not
equal the space of all kernels.

The delta function basis (DFB) is introduced as an alternative to the GCB. This basis has
the same number of vectors as the dimension of the space of all kernels. For a 13 x 13
kernel, this means the DFB contains 132 = 169 vectors. Each vector contains all zeros
with the value of 1 in only one of the entries, with the location of that 1 varying across
the 169 entries to produce a total of 169 vectors.

The advantage of the DBF over the GDB is that if a kernel is needed that is not
symmetric off of its center, the DBF will produce it since the span of the DBF equals the
space of all the kernels. The GCB cannot, since such kernels lie outside of the span of
the GCB.

The disadvantage of the more flexible DFB is that it is computationally expensive. With
even a 1st degree space-varying kernel on a 1K x 1K image and reference, the total
number of arithmetic calculations is ~470 million. The computation time is about an
hour on a Hewlett-Packard Pavilion zd8000 laptop with an Intel Pentium 4 processor and
2.80 GHz processing speed. This compares to about 20 minutes for the GCB. See Table
3.1.
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Table 3.1. Estimated Computation Time.

Image & Reference Size: 1K x 1K
Kernel Size: 13 x 13
Size of DFB: 169 vectors
Size of GCB: 50 vectors
Processing Speed: 2 mips

Degree of
Kernel

Linear System
Size

DFB GCB

# of
Calculations

(x 106)
DFB GCB

# of Kernel
Calculations

(x 106)

Computation
Time

(minutes)1

DFB GCB
0 169 50 5 0.1 337 5 5
1 507 150 130 3 341 60 20
2 1014 300 1043 27 350 180 60

1These times are determined empirically and include both the time to compute the solution to the linear
system and the convolution.

Despite this disadvantage of computational speed, the DBF performs better than the GCB
in producing optimal image subtractions. For a demonstration of this fact, see Chapter 9,
Validation of the IDL Computer Codes, and Chapter 10, Subtraction Quality.

3.2 Delta Function Basis

The basis vectors for the L x L kernel K are defined as },...,2,1:{ NnK n  , where L is

odd and 21 LN  . Two different bases were considered, the delta function basis (DFB)
and Gaussian components basis (GCB).

The DFB was defined for the full L2 dimension of the kernel. A basis vector is an L x L
matrix with 0’s in all entries except in one entry there is 1. The 1 varies across all of the
L2 entries to produce the basis.

The formal definition of the DFB is   jiLnjinK  )1(,,
 where 2,...,2,1 Ln  while

Li ,...,2,1 , and Lj ,...,2,1 for each value of n.
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, is the Kronecker

delta. Since L is odd the centered delta function basis vector is included, allowing for
two images with almost-identical stamps.

3.3 Gaussian Components Basis

The GCB was not defined for the full L2 dimension of the kernel. Instead, it is defined
over an N-dimensional subspace as follows (Alard, 2000; Astier, 2004):
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Nc is the number of Gaussian components, and defines the number
of degrees },...,2,1:{ ck Nkd  and the number of standard deviations

},...,2,1:{ ckKernel Nk  of the components. Kernel is the standard

deviation of the kernel (Astier, 2004).

Each component contributes a total of )2)(1(
2

1
 kk dd matrices (L x L)

to the basis vectors. The total number of basis vectors is
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The purpose of including KN is to allow for images that are almost identical. This is the
centered delta function basis vector that just returns the pixel value (i.e., no weighted
average) during the convolution R (i.e., RKR N  ).

The index 1,...2,1  Nn of the basis vectors can be calculated by making use of the

following algorithm:
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where 



cN

k
kN

1

1  . There is a k block of basis vectors set aside for each of the

components.

As per Astier (2004-2007) the following Gaussian components were selected:

3cN  2,4,6d  0.2,5.1,7.0

Astier established these components empirically, and these values are similar to those
proposed by Alard (2000). More recently in an effort to eliminate empirical estimates,
Israel, et al. (2007) developed a procedure for selecting optimal components for image
sets with different S/N ratios and sampling.

3.4 Visualization of the Kernel & Gaussian Components

For a visualization of a kernel derived with the GCB, refer to Figure 3.4.1. This shows
the optimal constant kernel derived for the two images from the Deep Lens Survey
(National Optical Astronomy Observatory) shown in Figure 1.3.1. The 13 x 13 kernel
was derived using the three Astier (2004) components and the centered delta function
basis vector. The kernel is shown along with a surface rendition and the horizontal and
vertical cross sections.
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Figure 3.4.1. OIS constant kernel for the image and reference in Figure 1.4.1.
The three Astier (2004-2007) Gaussian components were used for the basis
vectors.

The kernel consists of the sum of three Gaussian components of 6th, 4th, 2nd degree, and
the centered delta function basis vector. The basis contains 50 vectors; 28 make up the
6th degree component, 15 the 4th degree component, 6 the 2nd degree component, and 1
the centered delta function basis vector.
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Figure 3.4.2. 6th degree Gaussian component for OIS constant kernel in
Figure 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.4.3. 4th degree Gaussian component for the OIS constant kernel in
Figure 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.4.4. 2nd Degree Gaussian component for the OIS constant kernel in
Figure 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.4.5. Centered delta function basis vector for the OIS constant kernel
in Figure 3.4.1.

In comparison, the following is the optimal constant kernel derived for the two images
from the Deep Lens Survey using the delta function basis. A total of 169 basis function
vectors were used to produce this 13 x 13 kernel.
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Figure 3.4.6. OIS constant kernel for the image and reference in Figure 1.4.1.
The delta function basis was used.

For algebraic examples of the delta function basis and the Gaussian components basis,
refer to the Appendix A3.4. Understanding the nature of these bases is important to the
understanding of the overall least squares algorithm used to calculate the convolution
kernel.
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Chapter 4 Selection of the Stamps

4.1 Introduction

Prior to any selection of the stamps for use in the least squares algorithm to calculate the
convolution kernel, bad pixels in both images, I and R, must be identified and masked.
An image identifying the bad pixels in either I or R must be created, and used to mask I
and R during the stamp selection procedure. If not, these bad pixels can contaminate the
stamps making them outliers, which adversely affect the least squares calculation of the
kernel.

Among the possible bad pixels are those that are saturated, bloomed, or unused.
Saturated pixels occur when the electron count exceeds the range of the silicon chip
detector. It is an over-exposure of the detector. Often times, neighboring pixels
experience blooming (i.e., linear streaks with increased counts but within the detector
range). Unused pixels occur when images are merged together into larger images or are
aligned. These pixels contain no data.

4.2 Identifying & Masking Bad Pixels

The algorithm to process bad pixels used in this study is given in the following:

1) Identify bad pixels in I and R, separately.
2) Flag pixels from I and R that are bad in either I or R.
3) Determine the background sky, mean µ and standard deviation σ

for both I and R.
4) Replace the flagged pixels with random values of background sky

within 1-σ of µ in both I and R.

The resulting masking of I and R forms “ghost” images, IS and RS. It is from IS and RS
that the stamps are selected, and not from I and R. Automated procedures for
constructing IS and RS were written using IDL and combined with utilities from the IDL
Astronomy User’s Library maintained by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
[GSFC; Greenbelt, MD - see Landsman (2004)].

The background sky mean µ and standard deviation σ are determined for both I and R.
The following images are constructed:

I

II
IQ






R

RR
RQ






At each pixel in IQ and RQ the number of standard deviations from mean sky is recorded.
The minimum of the median and standard deviation of the pixels in IQ and RQ is
calculated:
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A range of light RMin to RMax is set in which the stamps are selected (i.e., the pixels not
within this range are masked to form IS and RS):
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Finally, the pixels that satisfy the following condition are used in the “ghost” images to
find the stamps while the other pixels are masked, including any unused pixels:

   RMaxQRMinIMaxQIMin fRffIf  

The following shows the empirical results in setting the parameters RMin and RMax:

 For well-behaved images with no significant amount of saturation or blooming
(e.g., no linear streaks), ]75.0,25.0[],[ MaxMin RR seems to work well.

Essentially, most of the light is available for the search of stamps. To obtain
all of the light ]00.1,00.0[],[ MaxMin RR

 For significant saturation or blooming, especially with linear streaks, or extensive
light from the Moon or nebulae, ]15.0,00.0[],[ MaxMin RR seems to work.

Essentially, the bright, diffuse light is not available for stamps, and the stamps
must be derived from the fainter stars.

Figure 4.2.1 shows an example of identifying the bad pixels and masked to form the
“ghost” images for the two images from the Deep Lens Survey (National Optical
Astronomy Observatory) shown in Figure 1.4.1. In this instance, there was significant
saturation and blooming including linear streaking. The range of light that was kept for
the “ghost” images was defined by ]15.0,00.0[],[ MaxMin RR .
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Figure 4.2.1. Original image and the masked “ghost” image. It is from the
masked “ghost image” that stamps are selected for the OIS.

The purpose of the masking is to identify areas on the image where not to look for stamps
(e.g., in a diffuse cloud, unused pixels, saturated areas, areas brightly lit by the Moon). It
could be argued that these areas could be set to a fixed value, say 10,000 less than
minimum sky. However, the IDL utilities from the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(notably the tool FIND as described in the Chapter 4.3) have a hard time working on
these areas with fixed values, so the replacement with random background circumvents
this problem with these utilities.

4.3 Stamp Selection

The selection of the stamps is very important. It is best that they include single stars with
minimal light contamination and be uniformly distributed over I and R. An automated
stamp selection code was written as part of this study. Among the many checks that it
makes (e.g., single stars, minimal light contamination), it does not check for the uniform
distribution. Future versions of the code need to include this check.
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The following IDL utilities from the Goddard Space Flight Center were used (Landsman,
2004). They are applied to the worse-seeing ghost image, IS:

 SKY
 FIND

SKY calculates the background statistics of IS including the mean and standard deviation.
The standard deviation is an input parameter into FIND that identifies the centroids of
point sources on IS. Actually a modified version of FIND was written by the author,
NEWFIND, which suppresses the print commands and iterations of FIND.

Once identified, the centroids are individually examined. A (2σ+1) x (2σ+1) stamp is
placed around the centroid where σ is derived from the approximate FWHM of the
worse-seeing image , a 2-D Gaussian fit is performed, and the stamp is increased by 2 x 2
with a second 2-D Gaussian fit performed. The size of the stamp is increased by 2 x 2

until the percent difference in 2
2

2
1   is less than a pre-set parameter (typically set at

0.1%).

The estimated kernel sigma is calculated, σKernel by comparing the first two stamps from
IS and RS (i.e., the first two stamps not overlapping the edge of the image). A 2-D

Gaussian fit is performed on the two stamps and  2,,2,1,1,
2

1
RSISRSISKernel  

The stamps are re-sized to accommodate the kernel then checked to see if they overlap
the boundary of the image, meet the user-defined sharpness and roundness statistical
criteria of NEWFIND, have a flux exceeding the user-defined percent of the maximum
flux of the stamps, and overlap one another. Stamps that fail any one of these tests are
rejected.

4.4 Rejection of Stamps During Kernel Calculation

Once defined, the stamps are used to calculate the convolution kernel K by solving the
equation KRI  in the least-square sense as described in Chapter 2. The subtracted
image is given by KRIS  .

However, even when a careful selection of the stamps is made, some are “bad” in the
least-squares sense in that they do not zero-out (i.e., produce random background). The
derivation of the kernel is iterated to remove these “bad” stamps. This is done by a

2 goodness-of-fit test on the stamp from I and the corresponding stamp from KR  .

The frequencies of the flux counts (i.e., the 2-D histograms of the two fluxes) are tested.
For a given stamp, if the test falls within a user-defined range (e.g., 0.5) it is retained;
otherwise, it is rejected. Once the rejected stamps are removed, the kernel is recalculated
and the stamps are re-tested. This process continues until all of the remaining stamps
pass the test.
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Astier (2004-2007) uses a similar iterative method to filter “bad” stamps but it is not

based on a 2 goodness-of-fit test. Koehn (2005-2006) uses a variance calculation,

comparing the convolved reference stamp with the image stamp. Based upon the testing

done thus far, it appears the 2 goodness-of-fit test produces results equivalent to Astier.

There is an issue with the number of stamps that survive the iteration. In general, the
more stamps that survive, the better the kernel and the resulting subtraction. However,
for a constant kernel, the minimum number of surviving stamps is only 1. For a space-
varying kernel with a bi-variate polynomial of degree d the minimum number is

  21
2

1
 dd , the number of terms that define the polynomial on each kernel basis

vector. Space-varying kernels that are derived with fewer than the minimum number do
not produce good subtractions.
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Chapter 5 Differential Background Correction

5.1 Introduction

Alard & Lupton (1998) proposed that the differential background between I and R can be

modeled with a bivariate polynomial   
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0
,, added to the equation

   yxpIyxKR ,,  where d̂ is the degree of the polynomial and (x,y) are the pixel

coordinates. Solving this equation in the least squares sense produces a linear system that
includes both the coefficients of the basis vectors for the space-varying kernel K and of
the differential background polynomial p(x,y).

In this study, the differential background correction is done separately, first on the image
I and then on the reference R to give IB and RB. The convolution kernel is determined
using the OIS method by solving the equation KRBIB  in the least squares sense.

This is the procedure recommended by Pennypacker (2004-2007) and Astier (2004-
2007). However, in working with the OIS method to build subtractions, the differential
background correction is helpful primarily in situations with excessive light
contamination from the Moon. In Figure 5.1.1 are images from the 0.81-m prime focus
telescope at the Astronomical Research Institute (ARI; Charleston, IL). On the left is the
image with excessive light contamination from the Moon, and on the right is the
differential background correction using a 2nd degree bi-variate polynomial derived using
the method outlined in Chapter 5.2.
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Figure 5.1.1. Two images from the ARI the 0.81-m, with and without
differential background correction (Holmes, 2006-2007). The image on
the left has extensive background contamination from the Moon. The
background in the image on the right has been corrected with a 2nd degree
bi-variate polynomial derived using the method outlined in Chapter 5.2.

5.2 Correction Algorithm

Let J be an image with dimensions of SR x SC having a background sky of mean µ and

standard deviation σ. Define the set    jiji JJB ,, : as the set of pixels in the

image J within 1- σ of the mean sky, and let  be the set of indices (i.e., pixel
coordinates) of the elements of B. Finally, let BJ ~ be the set of pixels in the image J
not in B (i.e., the sources of light to be examined).

B is the background not appearing in light sources. B can be used in a least-squares
calculation to approximate the background in the light sources then subtracted from those
sources BJ ~ .
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Assume that the background is given by the following polynomial of degree d in two
variables x and y, which represent pixel coordinates:
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Using a least-squares calculation to find the values of ck,l over the set of background
pixels B, the error ),(,, jipJE jiji  where the pixel coordinates ),( ji ,and the sum

of the squares of the errors is given by:
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where ndmdn  0,0 .

An example of the linear system produced by these equations is given in the Appendix
A5.2.a. This shows the linear system produced when d = 2. Refer to Appendix A5.2.b
for a copy of the IDL computer code written in this study utilizing the algorithm for
differential background correction.
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Chapter 6 Constant Photometric Flux

6.1 Introduction

It is essential for many astronomical applications to conserve the photometric flux when
using the convolution kernel. That is, the photometric flux of the convolved reference

KR  is equal to that of the image I being matched. This is not a difficult thing to do
once it is realized that the integral of the kernel (i.e., the sum of the entries in the kernel)
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, is the scaling factor of the photometric flux from the reference to the

convolved reference, RKR FKF  , where, in this context, F denotes the photometric

flux.

To prove this result, let Ik and Rk be a stamp from the image I and reference R
respectively of size ηk x ηk. Let K be the OIS kernel of size L x L derived by solving the
equation KRI  in the least-squares sense.

The flux over the two stamps and the convolved stamp is given by:
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,
 is given by Equation (1):
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Of interest is the expression  
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calculation of KRk
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following is true. Refer to the Appendix A6.1 for further discussion on the validity of
this condition.
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This implies that 
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, , the sum of the entries that make up the OIS kernel

(i.e., the integral of the optimal kernel), is the scaling factor of the photometric flux
scaling factor from the reference to the convolved reference. In other words, in order for
the flux of the stamp Rk to equal the flux of the convolved stamp KRk  it is necessary

that the kernel integral be equal to 1.

6.2 Redefinition of the Basis Vectors

In the case of the space-varying kernel, the OIS kernel K(x,y) varies as a function of pixel
coordinates (x,y). This means the integral varies over the image resulting in the
convolved stamps not having the same flux as to the original stamps from the reference
R. In order to guarantee the same flux on R and KR  , it is necessary to constrain the
kernel so that it has an integral of 1 over the entire image.

This can be done by re-defining the kernel basis vectors },...,2,1:{ NnK n  in the

following manner (Alard, 2000):
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Pick uK
~

so that 1
~

uK . A convenient choice would be the centered δ- function basis

vector, which is already normalized. Define a new basis  NnK n ,..,2,.1|ˆ  as follows:

uKK
~ˆ

1  for n = 1

and for n = 2,3,…,N
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flux (i.e., the photometric flux of the image and convolved reference will be the same).
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Chapter 7 Image Alignment

7.1 Introduction

There are two keys to a successful subtraction using the convolution kernel technique of
Alard (2000):

 A good alignment of the image and reference.
 Selection of uniformly-distributed quality stamps.

A great deal of time and effort has been spent discussing the issue of selecting quality
stamps uniformly distributed over the image and reference. Now, the alignment issue
needs to be addressed. For this study, an alignment routine was written using a method
suggested by Koehn (2005) as proposed by Eugene A. Magnier, Institute of Astronomy at
the University of Hawaii (Honolulu). The routine also utilized HASTROM, an IDL
utility from GSFC (Landsman, 2004).

7.2 Magnier Method

To align the images, there are two effects that must be corrected, translation and rotation.
To illustrate these effects consider the image and reference, I and R, to be aligned.
Assume that both images have the same plate scale.

Let a star on I have a centroid located at the pixel coordinates (x,y). Let that same star be
found on R with centroid coordinates of (x+Δx ,y+Δy). If every pixel (x,y) that defines
the star on I can be moved by the translation (Δx,Δy) to its corresponding pixel on R then
it only takes a translation to align I with R. That is, each (x,y) on I finds its matching
coordinate (x+Δx ,y+Δy) on R.

However, if pixels (x,y) on I cannot be moved by the translation (Δx,Δy) to their
corresponding pixels on R then the alignment of the two images requires a rotation. The
angle Ө of that rotation can be found by examining at least two matching centroids from I
to R. For a derivation of the angle of rotation, refer to the Appendix A7.2.

The Magnier method works for images that are translated only or at worst have
translations with small rotation angles. How small has yet to be determined. To
automate the calculation of the translation (Δx,Δy), centroids are identified on I and R.
Let  IiiI NiyxC  1:),( be the set of centroids on I and  RjjR NjyxC  1:)ˆ,ˆ(

be the set of centroids on R. NI and NR represent the number of centroids on I and R
respectively.

Initially, it is not known how the centroids in CI correspond to those in CR. To ensure
there are matching centroids somewhere in the two sets, the centroids must be selected by
looking at the same range of light; that is, the RMin and RMax as defined in Chapter 4.2.
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Let  RIijij NjNiyyxxT  1,1:)ˆ,ˆ( be the set of translations from

every centroid in CI to every centroid in CR. This gives a total of NI NR elements in T.
Count the number of times that each of the translations occur. The one translation with
the maximum counts will correspond to the translation for the two images.

This can be seen in the Figure 7.2.1 and Figure 7.2.2. The coordinates of each pixel
correspond to a translation. The pixel with the maximum value (i.e., number of counts
with those pixel coordinates) represents the translation for the two images. Figure 7.2.1
shows the pixel values in an image format. The “brightest” pixel corresponds to the
translation (Δx,Δy) with the largest number of counts. This is shown even more
dramatically in the surface rendition in Figure 7.2.2.

The alignment procedure is somewhat more involved. The centroids that correspond to
the “brightest” pixel and any pixel surrounding it are identified. From this list of
matching centroids found on both images, a least squares polynomial is derived that gives
the transformation of the coordinates on I to their corresponding coordinates on R:
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(x,y) represents the coordinates on I and (x',y') represents the corresponding coordinates
on R. d is the degree of the polynomial; when d = 0 the transformation is just a simple
translation.

),(),( yxIyxI 

Koehn (2005-2006) has written an algorithm that will transformation the coordinates on I
to their corresponding coordinates on R while preserving the photometric flux. That was
not included in this study.
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Figure 7.2.1. Sample “translation image” using the Magnier method. The
coordinate of the brightest pixel corresponds to the translation between the
two images to be aligned.
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Figure 7.2.2. Surface rendition of the “translation image” in Figure 7.2.1.
This more clearly shows the brightest pixel with its corresponding translation
coordinates (Δx,Δy).

7.3 Sub-Pixel Adjustment

7.3.1 Introduction

Once the initial image alignment is performed it may be necessary to make sub-pixel
adjustments to fine tune the alignment. This is especially the case when rotations are
involved as the initial alignment may be accurate to within one or two pixels, which can
be corrected in one of two ways:

 Polynomial Interpolation Convolutions
 Piecewise Spline Interpolations

Chapter 7.3.2 addresses polynomial interpolation convolutions. Chapter 7.3.3 addresses
piecewise spline interpolations.

7.3.2 Polynomial Interpolation Convolutions
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Let I be an SR x SC image. To achieve a sub-pixel horizontal shift to the right, look at
pixel Ii,j. On either side of this pixel, to the left and to the right, are the pixels Ii-1,j and
Ii+1,j. A 2nd degree interpolating polynomial is to be passed through the pixels. To find
that polynomial build the following divided difference table:
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Extending this to a 5 x 5 kernel, a 4th degree interpolating polynomial using the pixels

jijijijiji IandIIII ,2,1,,1,2 ,,,  gives:
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It is possible to generalize the derivation of Ii,u for an arbitrary, odd-sized L x L kernel,
which requires an interpolating polynomial of degree L-1. Figures 7.3.2.2, 7.3.2.3, and
7.3.2.4 provide an algorithm that will produce this arbitrary kernel. It is assumed that
when the arrays are initially dimensioned the values are set to 0, and it is assumed that the
array index starts at 0 and not 1.

Figure 7.3.2.2. Algorithm to calculate kernels used in the sub-pixel translations.
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Figure 7.3.2.3. Sub-program to calculate divisors for the L x L sub-pixel
translation kernel.
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Figure 7.3.2.4. Sub-program to calculate the L x L polynomial interpolation
kernel.

7.3.3 Piecewise Spline Interpolation

An alternative method to achieve a sub-pixel shift is the spline interpolation method,
applied to I, an SR x SC image. To achieve a sub-pixel horizontal shift, consider the jth

row of I defined as Ii,j for i = 1,…,SR. A piecewise cubic spline interpolation routine is

applied to the data   Rji SiIi ,...,2,1:, ,  to provide the coefficients to define the

piecewise spline interpolation function )(zs j .

Consider x such that 10  x . A sub-pixel shift to the right by x is achieved using the

interpolated values )(, xisI jjxi   and replacing these values for i = 2,3,…,SR in the jth

row. Similarly, a sub-pixel shift to the left by x is achieved using the interpolated values
)(, xisI jjxi   replacing these values for i = 1,2,…,SR-1 for i = 2,3,…,SR.

By constructing the piecewise spline interpolation function )(zs j and applying the above

procedure for each row j = 1,2,…,SC, the original image is horizontally shifted by x,
either right or left.
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To achieve a vertical sub-pixel shift, consider y such that 10  y . Using the data

  Cji SjIi ,...,2,1:, ,  , define the piecewise spline interpolation function )(zsi .

Using the interpolated values )(, yjsI iyji  and replacing these values for j = 2,…SC

in the ith column produces a shift up by y. Using the interpolated values )(, yjsI iyji 

and replacing these values for j = 1,…,SC -1 in the ith column produces a shift down by y.

By constructing the piecewise spline interpolation function )(zsi and applying the above

procedure for each row i = 1,…,SR, the original image is vertically shifted by y, either up
or down.

As with the polynomial interpolation convolutions, if x and y are chosen and applied, a

sub-pixel shift of magnitude 22 yx  at an arbitrary angle θ is produced.

Figure 7.3.3.1. Various sub-pixel translations using the piecewise spline
interpolation method.
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Figure 7.3.3.2. Additional sub-pixel translations using the piecewise spline
interpolation method.
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Figure 7.3.3.3. Various sub-pixel translations using the polynomial interpolation
kernel method. These translations correspond to those shown in Figure 7.3.3.1.
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Figure 7.3.3.4. Comparison of sub-pixel translations using the spline and
interpolating polynomial methods.

7.3.4 Sub-Pixel Iteration

For this study a second IDL alignment algorithm was written using the Magnier (2004)
technique to determine the translation vector as described in Chapter 7.2, and an iterative
procedure using the polynomial interpolation convolution for sub-pixel translations as
described in Chapter 7.3.2.

It is assumed that there is no or minimal rotation between the two images. In the event of
rotation, both images are initially aligned using HASTROM, an IDL utility from the
Goddard Space Flight Center. This utility requires that both images have an accurate
right ascension and declination grid (World Coordinate System), and aligns the images to
within one or two pixels.

Once the rotation is completed, the Koehn method is applied to obtain the translation
vector (Δx,Δy). Let )( xInteger  and )( yInteger  be the integer portions of Δx and Δy,
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respectively. )( xIntegerx  and )( yIntegery  represent the components of the

sub-pixel translation vector.

The alignment algorithm first corrects for )( xInteger  and )( yInteger  . This is done by

the repeated application of 3 x 3 kernels that convolve the image by exactly one pixel:
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The image being aligned is first shifted horizontally )( xInteger  number of pixels then

vertically by )( yInteger  number of pixels. A polynomial interpolation kernel is derived

(5th degree). The image being aligned is then shifted horizontally by the sub-pixel
amount )( xIntegerx  , then vertically by the sub-pixel amount )( yIntegery  .

An iterative option has been added to the IDL alignment algorithm. The sub-pixel

displacement    22
)()( yIntegeryxIntegerx  is calculated. If it is greater

than a pre-set value (presently 00005.0 ) and the number of iterations is less than a time-
out counter (typically set at 100), the above procedure is repeated; otherwise, the aligned
image is saved and utilized in the subtraction.

For a copy of the IDL computer code written in this study using the Magnier alignment
method with sub-pixel adjustments by polynomial interpolation convolution kernels, refer
to Appendix A7.3.4. This code also includes the option of sub-pixel iteration; although,
the issue of whether this is a desirable thing to do to an image is still under evaluation.
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Chapter 8 Masking Subtractions

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 10, subtraction tests are shown that validate the IDL computer routines
presented in Chapter 9. The constant kernel is compared to the space-varying kernel,
clearly showing that the space-varying kernel produces higher quality subtractions. Also,
various objects are identified including near-Earth objects, Main Belt asteroids,
supernovae, active galactic nuclei, and SNe light echoes. Two of the supernovae
represent original discoveries, one by the author.

Even with a space-varying kernel, there will be imperfections on the completed
subtraction due to small misalignments, saturated pixels, and “hot” pixels (e.g., cosmic
ray hits). Depending upon what is being sought, these can produce false signatures and
make the visual inspection of the completed subtraction difficult to perform.

A common technique used to alleviate these effects is the masking of the subtractions.
On the completed subtraction this involves covering any misalignments, saturated pixels,
and hot pixels with the mean background of that completed subtraction. This is done
without masking the objects being identified.

8.2 Masking for Supernovae & Asteroids

To help highlight non-moving objects such as supernovae and active galactic nuclei, a
masking routine was implemented from a variation of an algorithm suggested by Astier
(2004-2007). The result of the routine is to mask the “hot” pixels, leaving only the
saturated pixels and supernovae candidates, reducing the search effort for the candidates.

 Use two images from the first date, I1 and I2

 Use two references from the second date, R1 and R2

 Subtract KRIS  111 and KRIS  222

 Identify pixels on S1 that are 3-σ above the mean sky μ but are within 1-σ on S2

 Identify pixels on S2 that are 3-σ above the mean sky μ but are within 1-σ on S1

 Mask the identified pixels on S1 and S2 with the mean sky of S1 and S2

In other words, the “hot” pixels will likely not appear on both subtractions. There will be
these pixels on S1 from I1 and R1 and on S2 from I2 and R2 but not likely at the same
locations. Finding the bright pixels on S1 but not on S2 and on S2 but not on S1 identifies
the “hot” pixels, which are masked by replacing them with the mean sky of S1 and S2.

To help highlight moving objects such asteroids, comets, near-Earth objects, Kuiper Belt
objects, and SNe light echoes, a masking routine was developed and implemented. The
result is to mask the saturated pixels and misalignments, leaving only the “hot” pixels and
moving object candidates.
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 Use the image and reference, I and R
 Subtract KRIS 
 Identify pixels on I that are 3-σ above the mean sky of I
 Identify pixels on R that are 3-σ above the mean sky of R
 Identify pixels on S that are 3-σ above the mean sky of S
 Identify the above pixels that are common to I, R, and S
 Mask the identified common pixels on S with the mean sky of S

In other words, bright objects on I and R that remain bright on S will be masked. Objects
that move will not appear bright on I and R at the same locations, and thus not be masked
but instead highlighted on the subtraction. Even though “hot” pixels remain they are
random across the completed subtraction. Typically, they do not exhibit the same
signature as that of a moving object.

A heavy-handed masking can be performed by only finding the pixels common to I and R
instead of I, R, and S. This masking is used only in rare, and truly undesirable, situations
when it is necessary to subtract across filters (i.e., the I and R are taken with different
filters). On occasion, this heavy-handed masking helps with the identification of moving
objects in ultra-crowded star fields.

For a copy of the IDL computer codes written in this study using the moving object and
SNe masking algorithms, see Appendix A8.2.
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Chapter 9 Testing & Application of the Computer Code

9.1 Introduction

The IDL computer code written for the optimal image subtraction method is found in
Appendix 9.1. The following shows the overall flow of the OIS method as found in this
code:

(1) Let I and R be the aligned image and reference. R is the better-seeing
image. The two images are of equal dimension SR x SC.

(2) Select the stamps containing the brighter, unsaturated stars
},...,2,1:{ PkI k  within the image I. },...,2,1:{ PkRk  are the

corresponding stamps within the reference R.
(3) Select the basis vectors for the LL kernel K, },...,2,1:{ NnK n 

where 21 LN  .
(4) Using the stamps and the multi-variable least squares method, solve the

equation  



N

n
nn KRaKRI

1

for },...,2,1:{ Nnan  .

(5) Conduct a χ2 fitness test on the subtraction of each stamp

  },...,2,1:{ PkKRI kk  where 



N

n
nn KaK

1

.

(6) Reject the failing stamps.
(7) If no stamps are rejected, go to (8). Otherwise, go to (4) and repeat the

calculation with the reduced set of stamps.
(8) Subtract the images  KRIS 

No matter how much care is taken in the selection of the stamps, there will be stamps in
the sets },...,2,1:{ PkI k  and },...,2,1:{ PkRk  that will not properly subtract. That is,

KRIS kkk  does not subtract into the background. See Figures 1.4.5 and 1.4.6. It

is important to eliminate these stamps from the sets.

As discussed in Chapter 4.4, a χ2 fitness test is performed on the subtraction of each
stamp, with stamps failing the test being removed from the sets. The OIS kernel
calculation is repeated on the new sets, and this process continues until all of the stamps
in the sets pass the test.

The input parameters into the IDL computer code of the OIS method are the following:

 Image I and reference R
 Approximate FWHM (typically 7)
 Range of light [Rmin, Rmax]
 Sharpness statistic & roundness statistic used by FIND in the identification

and selection of the stamps (typically 0.5 for both)
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 χ2 fitness test statistic (typically 0.5)
 Degree of the OIS kernel (degree of zero is the constant kernel solution)
 Saturation level of I and R
 Basis vectors (DBF, GCB with Astier parameters, GCB with user-selected

parameters)
 Convolution width (typically 1)
 Constant photometric ratio (yes/no)

The following are the outputs:

 OIS subtraction
 Ancillary information on the kernel and surviving stamps

1. Kernel size L
2. Number of surviving stamps
3. Kernel integral

4. Photometric ratio
R

I

F

F

5. Statistics of the surviving stamps

a. Individual χ2 fitness statistics with median and standard
deviation over all stamps

b. Photometric ratios
kR

I

F

F
k with median and standard deviation

over all stamps

It is possible to automate some of the input parameters including identification of I and R,
the FWHM, and the saturation level of I and R. These will be future enhancements of
OIS computer code.
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Figure 9.1.1. Flow diagram of the IDL computer code written for
the OIS method.

The remaining sections in Chapter 9 are devoted to a number of tests conducted to
validate the OIS computer code, which includes comparison of subtraction results with
codes written by other authors.

9.2 Constant Kernel vs. Space-Varying Kernel

One test of the OIS computer code is to verify that a 1st degree space-varying kernel
performs better than a constant kernel (i.e., zero degree). For example, if there is a sub-
pixel misalignment in translation but not rotation, a 1st degree kernel will correct this
systematic linear error in alignment while the constant kernel will not.
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Systematic sub-pixel rotation errors in alignment can be corrected with a 2nd degree
kernel (Alard, 2000). These errors were not tested but sub-pixel translation errors in
alignment were.

To conduct the test, a pair of images of the galaxy cluster Abell 1831 were provided by
Robert E. Holmes, Astronomical Research Institute (Charleston, IL) using a 0.41-m
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. The first is dated February 2006 and the second is dated
March 2006. The images were aligned to within a systematic sub-pixel translation error.
A constant kernel subtraction and a 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction were
performed.

Figure 9.2.1 shows two images of the galaxy cluster Abell 1831. Figure 9.2.2 shows the
constant kernel and 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction using the delta function
basis. In the constant kernel subtraction the sub-pixel misalignment can be seen along
with saturated pixels and “hot” pixels (e.g., cosmic ray hits).

The 1st degree space-varying kernel corrects these systematic misalignments. This leaves
the saturated pixels and “hot” pixels, which can be masked, or otherwise ignored in the
analysis of the subtractions.

Figure 9.2.1. Image and reference of Abell 1831 from the ARI 0.41-m
telescope (Holmes, 2006-2007).
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Figure 9.2.2. Constant and 1st degree kernel subtractions. The image
and reference in Figure 9.2.1 were subtracted using the OIS method
with the DFB.

To more clearly see the improvement in the subtraction given by the 1st degree space-
varying kernel in comparison to constant kernel, refer to Figures 9.2.3 and 9.2.4. Figure
9.2.3 shows a zoomed-in region of the galaxy cluster Abell 1831. Figure 9.2.4 shows the
two subtractions of this region. The systematic sub-pixel translation error is easily
identified in the constant kernel subtraction while it is corrected in the 1st degree
subtraction.

Figure 9.2.5 and Figure 9.2.6 are a zoomed-in region elsewhere in Abell 1831. The
improvement in the subtraction from the 1st degree kernel to the constant kernel is
consistent across the image. This is an important validation of the OIS computer code. It
also needs to be tested and validated for systematic sub-pixel rotation errors using a 2nd

degree kernel (Alard, 2000).
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Figure 9.2.3. First close-up of the image and reference of Abell 1831
shown in Figure 9.2.1.
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Figure 9.2.4. Constant and 1st degree kernel subtractions of the close-up
image and reference in Figure 9.2.3. The subtraction was done using the
OIS method with the DFB.
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Figure 9.2.5. Second close-up of the image and reference of Abell 1831
shown in Figure 9.2.1.
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Figure 9.2.6. Constant and 1st degree kernel subtractions of the close-up image
and reference in Figure 9.2.5. The subtraction was done using the OIS method
with the DFB.

9.3 Comparison to Professional Subtractions

9.3.1 Introduction

To conduct additional tests of the IDL computer algorithms, images and references were
selected from two sources:

 Isaac Newton Group (La Palma)
 Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (Mauna Kea Observatory)

Subtractions done by professional researchers were compared with the subtractions
produced by the IDL computer algorithms developed for this study. In both tests, visual
inspection of the images shows that the results are comparable.
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9.3.2 Isaac Newton Group (La Palma)

J. Irwin and M. Irwin (Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge; England)
conducted a study comparing different subtraction algorithms (Irwin & Irwin, 2003). The
study included:

 Simple subtraction algorithm with confidence map accumulation
by M. Irwin.

 C++ adaptive kernel subtraction algorithm written by P. Astier.
 C++ adaptive kernel algorithm by I. Bond (Institute for Informational &

Mathematical Sciences, Massey University; Auckland, NZ).
 Adaptive kernel implementation with confidence map accumulation

by M. Irwin.

The image and reference are shown in Figure 9.3.2.1. These images were taken
September 2002 using the 2.5-m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) of the Isaac Newton
Group located at the Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory (La Palma, Spain). Figure
9.3.2.2 shows the subtraction done using the IDL computer algorithms. This subtraction
was done with a 1st degree space-varying kernel and the delta function basis.
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Figure 9.3.2.1. Image and reference from the 2.5-m INT at ING, La Palma
(Irwin & Irwin, 2003). They are sub-images of the full images taken
September 2002.
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Figure 9.3.2.2. Subtraction by Miller using IDL computer algorithms.
This subtraction was done using a 1st degree space-varying kernel with
the DFB.

Figures 9.3.2.3 and 9.3.2.4 show the subtractions done by the four researchers. The
results are comparable, and in some instances the results seem better for the IDL
computer algorithms. This validates the OIS computer code developed and written for
this study.
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Figure 9.3.2.3. Subtractions by Astier and Irwin (Irwin & Irwin, 2003).
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Figure 9.3.2.4. Subtractions by Bond and Irwin (Irwin & Irwin, 2003).

9.3.3 Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope

Astier provided two test images to do a comparison of his subtraction with the OIS code
written for this study. These were taken September 1999 using the 3.6-m Canada-
Franch-Hawaii telescope (CFHT) located on Mauna Kea (Hawaii). See Figure 9.3.3.1.
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Figure 9.3.3.1. Image and reference from the 3.6-m CFHT on
Mauna Kea (Astier, 2004-2007).

Astier uses the OIS method to subtract images. In this subtraction he used his Gaussian
components as discussed in Chapter 3.2 , a constant photometric flux although he uses
Lagrangian multipliers in this calculation and not the re-defined bases as discussed in
Chapter 6.2, and at least a 1st degree space-varying kernel. In Astier’s subtraction, the
inevitable mis-subtractions were masked to highlight the objects.

Using the IDL computer algorithms written for this study, the image and reference were
subtracted. A 1st degree space-varying kernel was used with the delta function basis but
the constant photometric flux was not. The mask used by Astier was applied to this
subtraction. Figure 9.3.3.2 shows a comparison of the two subtractions.
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Figure 9.3.3.2. Comparison of the Astier and Miller subtractions both
using the OIS method.

The results from the two subtractions are comparable. This further validates the OIS
computer code developed used in this study.

9.4 Supernovae Detections

9.4.1 SN 2006al
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In March 2006 Robert E. Holmes, Astronomical Research Institute (ARI), and Harlan
Devore, Cape Fear High School (Fayetteville, NC) submitted an image and reference of
the galaxy cluster Abell 1006, in which there was a suspected supernova in one of the
anonymous galaxies. The two images were taken 30-days apart in February 2006 and
March 2006 with the 0.41-m Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope at the ARI.

A 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction was done using the delta function basis.
The subtraction verified the existence of residual light from the anonymous galaxy in
Abell 1066. It was subsequently verified as a supernova and announced by the Central
Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (CBAT; Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory;
International Astronomical Union) as SN 2006al with the discoverers as R.E. Holmes &
H. Devore (List of Supernovae, 2006).

Figure 9.4.1.1. Image and reference of Abell 1066 from the 0.4-m ARI Schmidt-
Cassegrain (Holmes, 2006). A supernova was suspected in one of the anonymous
galaxies within the cluster.
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Figure 9.4.1.2. 1st degree space-varying subtraction Figure 9.4.1.1 with the
DFB. A supernova candidate was detected in an anonymous galaxy within
Abell 1066.
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Figure 9.4.1.3. Close-up of anonymous galaxy in Abell 1066 and the OIS.
The residual light from the SNe candidate is clearly shown. The candidate
was verified and designated as SN 2006al by the International Astronomical
Union, discovered by Holmes & Devore.

9.4.2 SN 2006bi

R.E. Holmes and H. Devore requested another subtraction of the galaxy cluster Abell
1813, in which there was a suspected supernova in one of the anonymous galaxies.
Figure 9.4.2.1 shows the image and reference. As with the images of Abell 1006, the two
images were taken 30-days apart in February-March 2006 with the 0.4-m Schmidt-
Cassegrain telescope at the Astronomical Research Institute.

The subtraction verified the existence of residual light from the anonymous galaxy in
Abell 1831. It was subsequently verified as a supernova and announced by the CBAT as
SN 2006bi with the discoverers as R.E. Holmes, H. Devore, & J.P. Miller (List of
Supernovae, 2006).
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Figure 9.4.2.1. Image and reference of Abell 1831 from the 0.4-m ARI
Schmidt-Cassegrain (Holmes, 2006). A supernova was suspected in one
of the anonymous galaxies within the cluster.
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Figure 9.4.2.2. 1st degree space-varying subtraction Figure 9.4.1.1
with the DFB. A List of Supernovae, 2006 supernova candidate was
detected in an anonymous galaxy within Abell 1066.
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Figure 9.4.2.3. Close-up of anonymous galaxy in Abell 1831 and the OIS.
The residual light from the SNe candidate is clearly shown. The candidate
was verified and designated as SN 2006bi by the International Astronomical
Union, discovered by Holmes, Devore, & Miller.

9.4.3 SN 1999av

Marek Kowalski (Supernova Cosmology; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) sent
two images of the supernova SN 1999av in the galaxy GNX 087. These were taken
March 1999 and January 2000 respectively at the European Southern Observatory (La
Silla) with the 1.54-m Danish telescope and Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
with the 1.5-m telescope. See Figure 9.4.3.1.

He attempted to subtract the two images but was unsuccessful in separating SN 1999av
from its host galaxy. To complicate matters, the images were taken with different
telescopes and at separate locations. The images had different exposure times, plate
scales, and were highly rotated with respect to one another. They had never been
successfully subtracted. (Kowalski, 2006).
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Using the IDL utility HASTROM from the GSFC IDL Astronomy User’s Library, the
images were rotated and aligned then cropped. A sub-pixel adjustment to fine tune the
alignment was made using the Koehn method and polynomial interpolation convolution
kernels. A 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction was undertaken with the delta
function basis, which revealed SN 1999av separate from its host galaxy GNX 087.

Figure 9.4.3.1. Image and reference of SN 1999av from the Danish
1.54-m and CTIO 1.5-m telescopes, respectively. The images were
taken with different telescopes, using difference CCDs and filters,
a formidable OIS problem. (Kowalski, 2006)
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Figure 9.4.3.2. First successful OIS of the image and reference in
Figure 9.4.3.1. SN 1999av is clearly shown while the host galaxy
GNX 087 almost subtracts to the background.

9.5 Active Galactic Nuclei Detections

9.5.1 Deep Lens Survey

An image and reference were used from the Deep Lens Survey (National Optical
Astronomy Observatory). They were taken one year apart with the 4-m Victor M. Blanco
telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, Chile (Pennypacker, 2004-
2007). Both contain a number of bad pixels with saturation and linear streaks from
“blooming.” See Figure 9.5.1.1.
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Figure 9.5.1.1. Image and reference from the NOAO DLS (Pennypacker,
2004-2007). These images were taken one year apart with the 4-m CTIO
Blanco telescope (Chile).

The bad pixels were identified and masked with random background within 1-σ of the
mean background sky as discussed in Chapter 4.1. This produces two “ghost” images
from which the initial set of stamps was selected. Essentially, the “ghost” images define
the light to be used for identifying the stamps. See Figure 9.5.1.2.
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Figure 9.5.1.2. Random background mask used to cover bad pixels
in the image and reference.

There was one AGN candidate suspected to be in the images. It was found and is
identified as AGN Candidate #1 in Figure 9.5.1.3. The OIS subtraction revealed two
other unknown candidates that are also identified in the figure.
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Figure 9.5.1.3. OIS subtraction using a constant kernel. Three AGN
candidates are circled.

To verify that these residuals in the subtraction represented changes in the galaxies over
the one year period between the two images, a total of 10 measurements of the
photometric ratios were made across the image and reference, not including the AGN.
These measurements where performed by Jeffrey W. Davis, an undergraduate student at
Hardin-Simmons University (Abilene, Texas) while doing research projects at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (July 2006).

The mean value of these ratios was μ = 1.04 with a standard deviation of σ = 0.013. The
following shows the photometric ratios of the three candidates, and the number of
standard deviations that these ratios are from the mean value of the image and reference:
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The photometric ratio from the image to the reference was measured using 10 randomly-
selected 10 stars. The mean ratio was μ = 1.04 with a standard deviation of σ = 0.013.
Shown in Table 9.5.1 are the photometric ratios of the three AGN candidates and the
number of standard deviations these ratios are from the median.

Table 9.5.1. Photometric ratio measurements of three AGN candidates.

Object Photometric Ratio # of Standard Deviations
AGN #1 0.94 7.7
AGN #2 1.01 2.3
AGN #3 1.00 3.1

9.5.2 NGC 3326

Figure 9.4.1.1 shows the galaxy cluster Abell 1066 in which SN 2006al was confirmed
with a 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction. The subtraction detected the presence
of residual light from NGC 3326 found within the field of view of the cluster. Closer
examination of this residual light revealed an AGN candidate.
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Figure 9.5.2.1. OIS of Figure 9.4.1.1 using a 1st degree kernel and DBF.
An AGN candidate was detected in NGC 3326, also found in the field of
view of the galaxy cluster Abell 1066.
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Figure 9.5.2.2. Close-up of NGC 3326 and the OIS revealing residual light
from the AGN candidate.

9.5.3 Abell 2040

While testing the masking routines for supernovae and AGN on an image and reference
of the galaxy cluster Abell 2040, an unexpected AGN candidate appeared The images
were from the 0.4-m Schmidt-Cassegrain at the Astronomical Research Institute, and the
subtraction was used a 1st order space-varying kernel with the delta function basis. See
Figure 9.5.3.1.
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Figure 9.5.3.1. OIS of Abell 2040 using images from the ARI 0.4-m telescope.
The subtraction on the left not masked while the one on the right is. Circled
near the center in the masked subtraction is an AGN candidate.

9.6 Moving Object Detections

9.6.1 Introduction

9.6.1.1 Objects Sought in This Study

Position-changing or moving objects include a wide variety of objects, most of which are
within the Solar System but a few more exotic objects lie outside. Within the Solar
System these objects are near-Earth objects, Main Belt asteroids, Trojan asteroids,
Centaurs, comets from both the Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud, Kuiper Belt or Trans-
Neptunian objects. These objects include moons in orbit about parent planets and dwarf
worlds such as Pluto or Eris, or contained within binary asteroid systems.

More exotic moving objects include an exoplanet transiting its parent star, light echoes
expanding outward from the supernova source, and compressed fronts of shock waves
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observed expanding outward within the Crab Nebula (M 1) or the Galaxy’s center Sgr
A*.

In this study many, but not all, of these moving objects were sought and detected. Near-
Earth objects, Main Belt asteroids, Centaurs, comets, and Kuiper Belt objects were
among those detected from subtractions using the OIS method. Of the more exotic types,
light echoes around the supernova SN 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud (Rest, 2006-
2007) were detected and the TrES-2 transiting exoplanet (Mandushev, 2007) was sought
but not yet detected.

9.6.1.2. International Asteroid Search Campaign (IASC)

From the work done in this study to detect NEOs and Main Belt asteroids, an Internet-
based educational outreach program, the International Asteroid Search Campaign (IASC
= “Isaac”), was established in October 2006 (citation). IASC is centered at Hardin-
Simmons University (Abilene, TX), and uses the Hands-On Universe (HOU) teacher
network for its collaboration. Utilizing the Internet and the educational delivery platform
Blackboard Learning System™, high school and college students download same-day
astronomical CCD image sets, each school receiving its own sets. (Miller, Davis, et al.,
2007).

The image sets are taken using the 0.81-m and 0.61-m prime focus telescopes at the
Astronomical Research Institute. Using the software Astrometrica (Raab, 2007; Aguirre,
1997) and image sets from the night prior to their daily class session, the students find a
plate solution for an 0.61-m image set then analyze the three images in the set for
unknown Main Belt asteroids. They do the same with an 0.81-m image set; however,
they search instead for NEO (near-Earth object) confirmations as part of the NASA/JPL
Near-Object Program (Miller, Davis, et al., 2007).

The International Asteroid Search Campaign is provided at no cost to the participating
schools. It is a collaboration of Hardin-Simmons University, Astronomical Research
Institute, Lawrence Hall of Science (Hands-On Universe, University of California at
Berkeley), and Astrometrica.

Since October 2006 a total of 70 schools from 8 countries have participated. These
countries include Germany, Italy, Japan, Morocco, Poland, Portugal, Russia, and United
States. More than 70 Main Belt asteroids have been discovered along with one comet
confirmation and several hundred (~300) NEO confirmations. Examples of each of these
moving objects are presented in this study.

9.6.2 Main Belt Asteroids

9.6.2.1 Deep Lens Survey

A series of images were used from the Deep Lens Survey (DLS) to search for asteroids in
the Main Belt, Centaurs found between Jupiter and Neptune, and Kuiper Belt Objects
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(KBOs) found in the ecliptic at distances 30-50 AU from the Sun. From July 8-15, 2005,
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), a high school sophomore Max
Canady (Carmel High School; Carmel, New York) used the OIS method to analyze pairs
of DLS images.

Canady developed a senior project as part of his school studies, and returned to LBNL in
July 2006 where he completed his work. He prepared this project as a poster presentation
at the International Lunar & Planetary Science Conference (March 2006; Houston,
Texas). See Pennypacker, Miller, & Canady, 2006.

Joining Canady in July 2006 was an undergraduate Jeffrey W. Davis (Hardin-Simmons
University; Abilene, TX). Working with Canady, Davis also searched for asteroids using
DLS and other professional images (e.g. ESSENCE images from the Cerro-Tololo Inter-
American Observatory). Along with Canady, he prepared his project as a poster
presentation at the International Lunar & Planetary Science Conference (March 2007)
and the Texas Academy of Science (March 2007). See Miller, Davis, & Pennypacker,
2007.

Figure 9.6.2.1.1 shows the image and reference that come from the DLS. They were
taken at 51 minutes apart on December 19, 2001. The signature of an object moving
across the field of view appears as side-by-side dark/bright streaks as seen in Figure
9.6.2.1.2.
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Figure 9.6.2.1.1. Image and reference from the DLS (Pennypacker, 2004-2007).
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Figure 9.6.2.1.2. Moving object signatures of three asteroids in the field of view.

The proper motions of the moving objects were estimated using the plate scale, elapsed
time between the images, the separation in pixels between the centers of the dark and
bright streaks, right ascension of the streaks, and the assumption that the object was on
the ecliptic with a circular orbit outside Earth’s orbit. This permitted the semi-major axes
of the orbits of these objects to be estimated. (Kolena, 1999)

Figure 9.6.2.1.2 shows the results of the estimated semi-major axes. Three asteroids were
detected. Two are Main Belt asteroids with a semi-major axis of 2-3 AU while the third
is a near-Earth object at 1.7 AU. Figure 9.6.2.1.3 shows an asteroid with a semi-major
axis of 5.2 AU, a possible Trojan asteroid candidate.

The image and reference in Figure 9.6.2.1.3 were taken 66 minutes apart on December
17, 2001. The difference in celestial longitude between the asteroid and Jupiter on the
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date of the observation was 84o. The Trojans are located at the L4 and L5 points along
Jupiter’s orbit have a difference in celestial longitude of ~60o. The asteroid is most likely
not a Trojan.

Figure 9.6.2.1.3. Close-ups of an image, reference, and OIS from the DLS.
The asteroid is located at 5.2 AU, which is the semi-major axis of Jupiter
suggesting this asteroid may be within the Trojan class. Further examination
of the difference in celestial longitudes puts the asteroid 24o beyond either
the L4 or L5 points along Jupiter’s orbit.

9.6.2.2 IASC Discoveries

Figure 9.6.2.2.1 shows an October 2007 discovery of the Main Belt asteroid 2007 TN73
made by Zachary Shiflet of Cordova High School (Rancho Cordova, CA), a participant in
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the International Asteroid Search Campaign (Pennypacker, et al. 2007; Miller et al.
2007). The image and reference were taken with the 0.81-m prime focus telescope at the
Astronomical Research Institute. A constant kernel OIS reveals the asteroid with its
characteristic dark-bright signature.

Table 9.6.2.2.1 lists the Main Belt asteroid discoveries by students participating in the
Fall 2007 IASC search campaign (October 1 – November 23, 2007). These discoveries
were made using Astrometrica followed-up with subtractions using the OIS method with
a constant kernel and delta function basis.

Figure 9.6.2.2.1. Image and reference of 2007 TN73 from the ARI 0.81-m
telescope (Holmes, 2006-2007). 2007 TN73 was discovered in October 2007
by Z. Shiflet of Cordova High School (Rancho Cordova CA) as part of the
International Asteroid Search Campaign.
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Table 9.6.2.2.1. List of asteroid discoveries by students participating in the Fall 2007
IASC asteroid search campaign. A total 45 discoveries were made by high school and
college students from 7 countries including Germany, Italy, Japan, Morocco, Poland,
Portugal, and United States. These discoveries were followed-up with OIS using a
constant kernel with the DFB.

Asteroid Measurers
2007 TC16 C. Whisenhunt & L. Goolsbee, Hardin-Simmons Univ. (TX)
2007 TQ73 B. Hester, Hardin-Simmons Univ. (TX)
2007 VNI5 McCormack, Salino, & Rupinen; Thomas Jefferson HS (VA)
2007 SE15 P. Miller & J. Davis, Hardin-Simmons Univ. (TX)
2007 SF15 P. Miller & J. Davis, Hardin-Simmons Univ. (TX)
2007 TJ01 P. Miller & J. Davis, Hardin-Simmons Univ. (TX)
2007 VA00 C. Hafey, Brookhaven College (TX)
2007 VB00 Urbanksi, Urbanski, Stanczak, & Zielinski (Poland)
2007 UO14 Mountain View College (TX)
2007 TTW0 C. Hafey, Brookhaven College (TX)
2007 TFU5 McClendon, Sriram, & Brooks; Meredith College (NC)
2007 TKN8 Y. Li, Northfield Hermon HS (MA)
2007 TEU5 McClendon, Sriram, & Brooks; Meredith College (NC)
2007 TZM9 Jones, Dampier, & Morin, Belmont HS (NH)
2007 UQ14 H. Bourhrous, Al Akhawayn Univ. (Morocco)
2007 TDU5 Jagielski, Hyjek, Wronka, & Zielinska, G11 Torun (Poland)
2007 UR14 H. Chun, Cranston HS East (RI)
2007 TJN8 C. Hafey, Brookhaven College (TX)
2007 TYH2 T. Niedzwiedz, ZSO HS (Poland)
2007 TZH2 Jones, Dampier, & Morin, Belmont HS (NH)
2007 TPZ3 Y. Li, Northfield Hermon HS (MA)
2007 TC73 Y. Li, Northfield Hermon HS (MA)
2007 TN73 Z. Shiflet, Cordova HS (CA)
2007 TS70 Sato, Sugiyama, & Takayanagi, Shizuoka Univ. (Japan)
2007 TO38 H. Bourhrous, Al Akhawayn Univ. (Morocco)
2007 TF22 C. Hafey, Brookhaven College (TX)
2007 TA16 Mountain View College (TX)
2007 TX15 H. Bourhrous, Al Akhawayn Univ. (Morocco)
2007 TW15 M. Doenhoefer, TUMLab Deutsches Museum (Germany)
2007 TO15 Sato, Sugiyama, & Takayanagi, Shizuoka Univ. (Japan)
2007 TN15 Pack & Li, Northfield Hermon HS (MA)
2007 TX04 McClendon, Sriram, & Brooks; Meredith College (NC)
2007 TW04 Broad Run HS (VA)
2007 TZ00 Czacki HS (Poland)
2007 TO38 H. Bourhrous, Al Akhawayn Univ. (Morocco)
2007 TF22 C. Hafey, Brookhaven College (TX)
2007 TY00 D. Taylor, South Anchorage HS (AK)
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2007 TX00 Z. Shiflet & M Dam, Cordova HS (CA)
2007 TY04 Bedkowski, Dziedzic, Niedzwiedz, & Skowron; ZSO HS (Poland)
2007 TJ01 J. Davis Hardin-Simmons Univ. (TX)
2007 TK01 D. Taylor, South Anchorage HS (AK)
2007 TW00 H. Chun, Cranston HS East (RI)
2007 TU70 B. Schmidt, Meredith College (NC)

9.6.3 Near-Earth Objects

9.6.3.1 1999 YF3

1999 YF3 is an Amor-type asteroid (NEO). Its perihelion is 1.27 AU, aphelion 1.70 AU,
and orbital period 1.81 years. Its orbit is inclined 27.7o to the ecliptic (NASA/JPL, 2007).
Figure 9.6.3.1.1 shows 1999 YF3 taken with the 0.61-m prime focus telescope at the
Astronomical Research Institute.

Figure 9.6.3.1.1. Image and reference of 1999 YF3 from the ARI 0.61-m prime
focus telescope (Holmes, 2006-2007).
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Figure 9.6.3.1.2 OIS of the image and reference shown in Figure 9.6.3.1.1. A 1st degree
space-varying kernel was used with the DFB. The subtraction is masked to reveal two
moving objects, the first being 1999 YF3 and the second being an unknown object, most
likely a Main Belt asteroid.

Figure 9.6.3.1.3 shows the orbit of 1999 YF3 (NASA/JPL, 2007). The second rendition
of the orbit in this figure clearly indicates the high inclination of this orbit off of the
ecliptic plane.

Figure 9.6.3.1.2. OIS of the image and reference shown in Figure 9.6.3.1.1.
A 1st degree space-varying kernel was used with the DFB. Masking of the
subtraction easily reveals 1999 YF3, an Amor-type NEO, and a second Main
Belt asteroid.
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Figure 9.6.3.1.3. Orbit of 1999 YF3 (NASA/JPL, 2007). The second
rendition of the orbit shows the high 27.7o inclination with respect to the
ecliptic plane. Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

9.6.3.2 Crowded Star Fields (LONEOS)

In May 2005 a meeting was held with Bruce Koehn at the Lowell Observatory (Flagstaff,
AZ). Koehn is a researcher working on the Lowell Observatory Near-Earth Search
(LONEOS), and at the time was attempting to use the OIS method to find near-Earth
objects (NEOs) in the crowded star fields along the Galactic equator. Prior to this,
LONEOS concentrated on regions of the sky away from the equator. For an example of a
crowded star field, see Figure 9.6.3.2.1.
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Figure 9.6.3.2.1. Image of a crowded star field taken from LONEOS
at the Lowell Observatory (Koehn, 2005-2006).

Crowded star fields pose a challenging problem. It becomes difficult to select the stamps
without multiple sources or contamination from nearby sources. The residual light from
any mis-subtractions covers the field of view and makes it difficult to identify objects
moving across that field.

Mis-subtractions occur with any image and reference. They are due typically to saturated
stars, “hot” pixels from cosmic rays, and sub-pixel misalignments. In order to detect
moving objects, it is necessary to look deep into the subtracted image for the
characteristic side-by-side dark/bright streaks. As a result, in crowded star fields where
the number of mis-subtractions is proportionate to the number in a less crowded field, the
effect of mis-subtractions is magnified making it a difficult task to sort out the moving
object signatures.
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Koehn (2005-2006) suggested that a check be made for multiple light sources.
Essentially, unusually bright pixels away from the centroid upon which the stamp is
centered are detected and assumed to be another object within that stamp, thereby
rejecting the stamp. Also, Koehn is trying to use circular stamps centered upon the
centroid instead of rectangular stamps.

These enhancements to the selection and design of the stamps were not included in the
OIS computer code written for this study. Nonetheless, Figure 9.6.3.2.2 shows the 1st

degree space-varying kernel subtraction done on the crowded star field in Figure
9.6.3.2.1. The subtraction was done with the delta function basis and included moving
object masking as outlined in Chapter 8.2.

Figure 9.6.3.2.2. OIS of the crowded star field shown in Figure 9.6.3.2.1.
A 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction was done with the DFB.
Moving object masking from Chapter 8.2 was used to highlight the NEOs.
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Figure 9.6.3.2.3. Close-up of the crowded star field image in Figure 9.6.3.2.1.
An NEO is located within this field.
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Figure 9.6.3.2.4. OIS of the crowded star field image in Figure 9.6.3.3. The
moving object signature of the NEO is circled.
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Figure 9.6.3.2.5. Close-up of the NEO from Figures 9.6.3.2.3 and 9.6.3.2.4.
Looking at the faint NEO in the image and reference puts into perspective the
difficult task of identifying a moving object in a crowded star field. Also
shown NEO signature in the OIS.

A more careful examination of the subtraction of the LONEOS crowded star field reveals
three NEOs. See Figure 9.6.3.2.6.
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Figure 9.6.3.2.6. Three NEOs detected in the full subtraction of Figure 9.6.3.2.1.

9.6.4 Kuiper Belt Objects (Trans-Neptunian Objects)

9.6.4.1 Varuna

Pilar Ruiz-Lapuent, Departament d’Astronomia i Meteorologia (Universitat de
Barcelona), provided images of Kuiper Belt objects taken with the 2.5-m Isaac Newton
Telescope at the Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory (La Palma, Spain). These
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images were requested as part of a pilot program to add the discovery of KBOs or TNOs
to the International Asteroid Search Campaign. That is, high school and college students
would use real-time images and the software package Astrometrica to make original
discoveries of KBOs as is currently done with Main Belt asteroids and NEOs. See
Section 9.6.1.2.

The idea behind the pilot program is to take images along the ecliptic with Main Belt
asteroids in the foreground and KBOs in the background. An OIS would show proper
motions in the moving object signatures. The asteroids would have large motions while
the KBOs would be comparatively smaller. The KBOs would stand out clearly and be
easily identified by the students (see Figure 9.6.4.2.2).

Shown in Figure 9.6.4.1.1 is an image of Varuna, a KBO located between 41 AU and 45
AU from the Sun and with a diameter of 940 km (NASA/JPL, 2007). Taken in January
2007 with the 2.5-m INT, the figure also shows the OIS with the moving signature of
Varuna and a second, unidentified KBO. This is a 1st degree kernel subtraction with the
moving mask, and using the delta function basis.
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Figure 9.6.4.1.1. Image of Varuna and an unidentified KBO from the 2.5-m
INT (Ruiz-Lapuent, 2007). The OIS is a 1st degree kernel with the DFB and
moving object masking. Varuna and a second unidentified KBO are circled.
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Figure 9.6.4.1.2. Orbit of Varuna (NASA/JPL, 2007).
Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

9.6.4.2 Eris

In December 2006 Jose-Luis Ortiz, Departamento Sistema Solar Instituto de Astrofísica
de Andalucía (Granada, Spain), requested a copy of the OIS computer code written with
IDL. Among his research activities, Ortiz studies light curves of the larger KBOs or
TNOs. He wanted the IDL algorithms to build OIS in crowded star fields (Ortiz, 2006-
2007).
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To test the OIS on his images, he provided images of Eris taken with the 2.5-m INT (La
Palma, Spain). Eris is a KBO located between 38 AU and 98 AU from the Sun and with
a diameter of 2,600 km (NASA/JPL, 2007).

Figure 9.6.4.2.1 shows the image and reference taken in October 2006. Figure 9.6.4.2.2
shows the OIS of the image and reference using a 1st degree space-varying kernel with
the delta function basis. The moving object signature of Eris is circled.

Figure 9.6.4.2.1. Image and reference of Eris taken from the 2.5-m INT, La
Palma (Ortiz, 2006-2007).
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Figure 9.6.4.2.2. OIS of the image and reference in Figure 9.6.4.2.1.
1st degree kernel was used with the DFB and moving object masking.
The signature of Eris is circled.
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Figure 9.6.4.2.3. Close-up of Eris on the image, reference, and OIS.

9.6.4.3 P/2006 U5 (Christensen)

P/2006 U5 (Christensen) is a short period comet with an orbital period of 6.6 years. It is
located between 4.7 AU and 6.6 AU from the Sun, and is classified as an Encke-type
comet. Its orbit is inclined ~3o to the ecliptic plane, meaning that its origin in all
likelihood is the Kuiper Belt. That is, this comet is a KBO that has wandered into the
inner Solar System. (NASA/JPL, 2007).

Some comets are also classified as NEOs. In addition to originating from the Kuiper Belt
these can come toward Earth in random directions from the Oort Cloud. Figure 9.6.4.3.1
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shows the image and reference of P/2006 U5 taken by the 0.81-m prime focus telescope
at the Astronomical Research Institute (Holmes, 2006-2007).

Figure 9.6.4.3.1. Image and reference of P/2006 U5 from the ARI 0.81-m
telescope (Holmes, 2006-2007). The comet is easily identified and circled.

Confirmation of P/2006 U5 was provided to the Minor Planet Center (MPC) by Holmes
& Miller. Results of this confirmation are published in the MPC Electronic Circulars
MPEC 2007-B56: Comet P/2006 U5 (Christensen). See Minor Planet Center (2007).
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In all truthfulness, the comet is so obvious that an OIS was not needed. However, the 1st

degree kernel subtraction using the OIS method with the delta function basis is shown. It
was such a beautiful subtraction that it had to be included as part of this thesis. See
Figure 9.6.4.3.2.

Figure 9.6.4.3.2. OIS of P/2006 U5 using the image and reference in Figure
9.6.4.3.1.
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The orbit of the comet is shown in Figure 9.6.4.3.3. The orbit is contained within
Jupiter’s orbit and resides in the Main Asteroid Belt. The second rendition of the orbit
shows its low inclination of ~3o.

Figure 9.6.4.3.3. Orbit of P/2006 U5 (NASA/JPL, 2007).
Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

9.6.5 Exotic Moving Objects

9.6.5.1 SN 1987A Light Echoes
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In January 2006 the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Chile) released new
images of the supernova 1987 SNA, located in the Large Magellanic Cloud. Armin Rest
(2006-2007) subtracted the images revealing light echoes including a third ring of echoes
not previously discovered. These subtractions were displayed on Astronomy Picture of
the Day (APOD, Goddard Space Flight Center).

Figure 9.6.5.1.1. Three CTIO images from 2002 that make up the field
of view of the SN 1987A (Rest, 2006-2007).

Upon request, Armin Rest provided the original CTIO data from 2001 through 2004.
These data were subtracted using the OIS method with a 1st degree space-varying kernel
and the delta function basis. Figure 9.6.5.1.2 shows the subtraction of SN 1987A over
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the 2-year period 2002 to 2004. The light echoes are clearly revealed. The mask for
moving object subtractions was applied as described in Chapter 8.2.

Figure 9.6.5.1.2. OIS of the images shown in Figure 9.6.5.1.1. A 1st

degree space-varying kernel subtraction was done using the OIS method
with a DFB. The moving object mask was applied to the subtraction
to help highlight the light echoes.

Three rings are seen in Figure 9.6.5.1.2. Close up images are provided Figure 9.6.5.1.3
and 9.6.5.1.4. The first shows the newly-discovered 3rd ring (Rest, Suntzeff, et al., 2005)
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while the second shows details of the 1st and 2nd rings. These two figures use a pixel
mask provided by Rest (2006-2007).

Figure 9.6.5.1.3. Close-up of the newly-discovered 3rd ring within the
SN 1987A light echoes. Rest requested that this subtraction not be released
until publication of the results of his subtractions (Rest, 2006-2007; Rest,
Suntzeff, et al., 2005).
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Figure 9.6.5.1.4. Close-up of the 1st and 2nd rings within the SN 1987A
light echoes.

9.6.5.2 TrES-2 Exoplanet Transit

Images from the Trans-Atlantic Exoplanet Survey (TrES) were provided by E.W.
Dunham and G. Mandushev (Lowell Observatory). TrES is a network consisting of the
Astrophysical Institute of the Canaries, National Center for Atmospheric Research,
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Lowell Observatory, and the California
Institute of Technology.
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The images were of TrES-2, a “hot Jupiter” that orbits the star GSC03549-02811 every
2.47 days. Figure 9.6.5.2.1 shows the parent star GSC03549-02811, a Sun-like G0V star
with 1.08 solar masses. The planet has a mass of 1.28 Jupiter masses, is located 0.04 AU
from the parent star, and has an orbital inclination of 84o. (O’Donovan, Charbonneau, et
al., 2006).

Figure 9.6.5.2.1. GSC03549-02811, the parent star of TrES-2
(Mandushev, 2007).

A total of 198 images of the TrES-2 field of view dated August 29, 2005, were provided,
each 2K x 2K in size. Within these images there is a transit of this exoplanet with its
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parent star. However, in this study the search for that transit event continues. Dozens of
1st degree space-varying kernel subtractions were done using the OIS method and the
delta function basis. To date, the transit event has not been detected.

A variety of time-varying objects were detected. Given this crowded star field there are
numerous variable stars. Figure 9.6.5.2.2 shows once such object observed in the TrES-2
data. This is likely an eclipsing binary or a δ Scuti pulsating variable (Dunham, 2007).

Figure 9.6.5.2.2. Time-varying object observed in the TrES-2 data. It is likely
an eclipsing binary or a δ Scuti pulsating variable. The duration of the event is
a ~90 minutes.
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Chapter 10 Subtraction Quality

10.1 Introduction

A question arises concerning the quality of a subtraction. Is it possible to measure that
quality? Israel, et al. (2007) developed a procedure for selecting optimal Gaussian
components for image sets with different S/N ratios and sampling. Other than this recent
work, the literature does not contain a general measure for the subtraction quality. Most
studies compare subtractions visually (Alard, 2000; Irwin & Irwin, 2003), and visual
comparison has been used in this study, as well.

Pennypacker (2004-2006) suggested that an η x η stamp of a galaxy IG be examined. If
SG is the η x η stamp on the subtraction KRIS  , corresponding to IG, the quality
index Q.I. proposed was:
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This is a measure of the residual light per pixel within the subtraction stamp. Ideally
when comparing two subtractions, the better subtraction will have a smaller Q.I. measure.
To test the quality index, individual stamps of galaxies were selected to assure than no
saturation, blooming, cosmic rays, or other bad pixels would contaminate or distort the
Q.I. value on that stamp.

An image and reference were selected of the galaxy cluster Abell 1656a taken by the
0.41-m Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope at the Astronomical Research Institute. See Figure
10.1.1. Two galaxy stamps were studied, one of a spherically-shaped galaxy and the
other of an elliptical galaxy.

The quality index Q.I. was measured using the constant, 1st degree, and 2nd degree space-
varying kernels and both the delta function basis and the Gaussian components basis with
the parameters defined by Astier (2004-2007). Various sharpness, roundness, and χ2

statistics where selected in order to determine the effect of these parameters upon Q.I.
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Figure 10.1.1. Image and reference of the galaxy cluster Abell 1656a from the
ARI 0.41-m Schmidt Cassegrain telescope. Two galaxies, one spherical and the
other elliptical, were chosen to test the quality index Q.I.

10.2 Spherically-Shaped Galaxy

Figure 10.2.1 shows the stamp IG of a spherically-shaped galaxy taken from within the
images of the galaxy cluster Abell 1656a (Holmes, 2006-2007).
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Figure 10.2.1. Stamp of a spherically-shaped galaxy in the cluster Abell 1656a
used to test the quality index Q.I.

A series of subtractions were performed using different criteria for the roundness and
sharpness statistics for the stamps used in the subtraction, the χ2 goodness-of-fit test for
the convergence, and the degree of the space-varying kernel. The data matrix
summarizing the different criteria and results from these subtractions is shown in
Appendix A10.2.

See Figures 10.2.2 and 10.2.3 for some of these subtractions and the results of quality
index calculations.
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Figure 10.2.2. Constant kernel subtractions of the spherical galaxy in Abell
1656a using both the DFB and GCB.
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Figure 10.2.3. 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction of the spherical galaxy
in Abell 1656a using both the DFB and GCB.

In comparing the constant kernel subtractions in Figure 102.2, the residual from the target
galaxy is seen. Both bases produce subtractions that appear the same, Q.I. = 73.2 for the
delta function basis (DFB) and Q.I.= 63.8 for the Gaussian components basis (GCB).
With the 1st degree space-varying kernel subtractions, there is difference between the two
bases. The DFB reduces the residual to background while the GCB makes no change in
the residual, Q.I. = 60.3 for the DFB and Q.I. = 64.3 for the GCB.

Figure 10.2.4 shows a comparison of the quality index as a function of the degree of the
space-varying kernel. In the case of the DFB the quality index decreases with an increase
in degree. That is, the subtraction improves with an increase in the degree of the kernel.
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Also shown is that a small improvement in quality using the 2nd degree is gained as
compared to the 1st degree kernel. If the kernel is L x L and d is the degree of the kernel,
the number of polynomial coefficients to calculate with the DFB is given by

2)2)(1(
2

1
Ldd  . For a 1st degree kernel this would be 23L compared to 26L for a 2nd

degree kernel. In other words, the computation time for a 2nd degree is twice that of the
1st degree with only a small improvement in the quality index.

In the case of the GCB there is no correlation between the quality index and the degree of
space-varying kernel. As seen in Figure 10.2.4, there is only minimal change in the
residual from the target galaxy. If the image and reference have a systematic variation
(e.g., a translation error in alignment across the image), the GCB is not able to correct for
this since the GCB produces space-varying kernels that are symmetric with respect to the
center of the kernel. A space-varying kernel derived from the DFB need not be
symmetric, and will not be in the case of systematic variations that it corrects in
subtractions with at least a 1st degree kernel.
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Figure 10.2.4. Quality Index vs. Degree of the space-varying kernel and
the type of basis, DFB and GCB.

Using the data matrix in Appendix A10.2, a stepwise multivariable linear regression was
run using the software package SPSS 12.0.0 (Apache Software Foundation; Chicago, IL).
The purpose was to identify those variables in the matrix that predict the quality index of
the subtraction stamp of the target galaxy. For the DFB the only surviving variable was

the degree of the space-varying kernel dIQ 75.734.74..  with 55.02 R . For the

GCB there are no surviving variables (i.e., none of the variables can be used to predict
the quality index).
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10.3 Elliptically-Shaped Galaxy

Even though the quality index was successful in predicting the quality of a subtraction
stamp of the spherically-shaped target galaxy, a second elliptically-shaped target galaxy
was selected. For this second target there was no prediction for either the DFB or the
GCB. The stamp for this galaxy is shown in Figure 10.3.1. The data matrix for this
target is found in Appendix A10.3.

Figure 10.3.1. Stamp of an elliptically-shaped galaxy in the cluster Abell 1656a
used to test the quality index Q.I.
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See Figures 10.3.2 and 10.3.3 for some of these subtractions and the results of quality
index calculations.

Figure 10.3.2. Constant kernel subtractions of the elliptical galaxy in Abell
1656a using both the DFB and GCB.
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Figure 10.3.3. 1st degree space-varying kernel subtraction of the elliptical galaxy
in Abell 1656a using both the DFB and GCB.

As with the first spherically-shaped target galaxy, the 1st degree space-varying kernel
subtracts the elliptical galaxy to the background with the DFB. This does not happen
with the GCB for the reason cited Chapter 10.2. There appears to be a slight difference
in the quality index for the DFB as compared to that for the GCB, mean Q.I. = 65.2 for
the DFB and mean Q.I.= 67.1. However, the kernel degree does not predict the quality
index for the DFB as it did for the first target galaxy. As with the first target, none of the
variables predict the quality index for the GCB.
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Figure 10.3.4. Quality Index vs. Degree of the space-varying kernel and the
type of basis, DFB and GCB.

With the DFB both the 1st and 2nd degree space-varying kernels subtract the second target
galaxy to the background. There is no significant improvement in the subtraction by
using a 2nd degree kernel with the DFB. This was also seen with the first target galaxy.

The space-varying kernel with the GCB does not subtract the second target galaxy to the
background. There is no improvement in the subtraction by the use of either a 1st or 2nd

degree kernel.
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10.4 Conclusions

The way it is currently being used, the residual light per pixel within the subtraction
stamp does not necessarily produce a quality index for that subtraction. Also, it is not
possible to equate a DFB and a GCB subtraction other than by a visual inspection.

An improvement in the method needs to be investigated that normalizes the calculation.
Perhaps one way this can be done is to do aperture photometry on the residual light that
includes subtracting the average background per pixel from the residual light before
calculating the quality index.

The full effect of a convolution upon the background in a subtraction is not known.
There has only been speculation on this topic (Astier, 2004-2007). It is probably safe to
say that the effect is different for the DFB and GCB. If so, this would preclude the use of
the Q.I. to compare the quality across bases. This problem in the across-the-bases
comparison is seen in this study.

If there is a difference in effect across the degree of a given basis then the Q.I. cannot be
used with a basis, either. Although, the results shown in this study suggest that there is
no such effect upon the background within a basis and the reason for the failure of the
Q.I. of the GCB is due to the inability of this basis to correct a sub-pixel translation error
in alignment.

A number of alternative approaches to produce a quality index are being suggested but
not investigated to date:

 A refinement of the calculation of the residual light per pixel within the
subtraction stamp (e.g. reducing the boundaries of the stamp to just the target
galaxy),

 Examination of the background as a measure of the quality index (e.g., how bright
must a star be in order to distinguish it from the background).

 Use the constant photometric flux bases so that the average background is zero
before measuring the quality index, and

 Measure the median quality index over a sample of objects on the subtraction or
even over the stamps used to produce the convolution kernel.
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Chapter 11 Conclusions

11.1 Summary of Results

The optimal image subtraction (OIS) method proposed by Alard & Lupton (1998) has
been successfully implemented in this study. Subtractions produced from IDL computer
code written for this study were found to be comparable to subtractions by other
researchers (Irwin & Irwin 2003, Astier 2006-2007, and Rest 2006-2007). The
subtractions from the IDL code were used to detect brightness-varying objects including
supernovae, active galactic nuclei, and variable stars. The code detected position-
changing objects including Main Belt asteroids, Kuiper Belt objects, comets, and SNe
light echoes.

The IDL computer code was successfully used to verify SN 2006al and to discover SN
2006bi. The code was successful in isolating SN 1999av using an image and reference
from two different telescopes with different CCDs, plate scales, and filters. This was the
first time this supernova had been isolated from its host galaxy GNX 087 (Kowalski
2005-2006). Akin to OIS in the search for SNe, the code successfully identified AGN,
some of which did not appear the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) so were
possible discoveries. No follow up was done to verify these as discoveries as with SN
2006al and SN 2006bi.

The code has assisted in the discovery of no fewer than 41 Main Belt asteroids made by
high school and college students participating in the Fall 2007 International Asteroid
Search Campaign. An additional 36 asteroids were discovered during the Spring 2007
IASC search campaigns (Miller, Davis, Pennypacker, & White, 2007; Miller, Davis, et
al., 2007).

A complete derivation is provided of the linear system of equations for the space-varying
kernel. Although the literature discusses a number of applications of the OIS method,
none of these sources provide a full derivation of these equations (O’Donovan, et al.,
2006; Israel, et al., 2007). In fact, the literature that refers to the use of the OIS method,
generally repeats the broad description of these equations as appear in the original papers
(Alard & Lupton, 1998; Alard, 1999; and Alard, 2000).

To introduce into the literature the OIS linear system of equations and provide direct
access to the IDL computer code written for this study, the paper “Optimal Image
Subtraction Method: Summary Derivations, Applications & Publicly-Shared Application
Using IDL” was written and submitted in November 2007 to the Publications of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific. Published in April 2008, the authors are J.P. Miller,
C.R. Pennypacker, and G.L. White.

The complete set of basis vectors that define the Gaussian component basis (GCB) are
presented. As with the linear system of equations for the space-varying kernel, the basis
vectors of the GCB are only generally specified in the literature (Alard, 2000; Israel,
2007). These are very carefully derived and explained in this study and in Miller,
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Pennypacker, & White (2007). The delta function basis (DFB), which does not appear in
the literature, was introduced and shown to produce subtractions equal to or better than
subtractions produced by the GCB (see Chapter 10).

The stamp selection process utilizing utilities from the IDL Astronomy User’s Library at
the Goddard Space Flight Center (e.g., SKY, FIND) was fully outlined. The algorithm
written for the selection of the stamps is included in the OIS computer code (see
Appendix A9.1). Included in this process is the masking of bad pixels within the image
and reference prior to selecting the stamps. The algorithm for this masking procedure is
included also in the OIS computer code (see Appendix A9.1).

A complete derivation of the linear system of equations, needed to correct the differential
background in the image and reference, was presented. This study diverges from Alard
by correcting the differential background prior to finding the OIS (Alard, 2000). Alard
solves this problem simultaneously with the OIS (see Chapter 5).

The complete derivation was presented of the re-definition of the basis vectors used to
preserve the photometric flux from the convolved reference to the image. That is, the
photometric ratio between these two has a median equal to 1. The process for re-
defining the vectors is only generally specified within the literature (Alard, 2000). Also,
the proof is provided that this re-definition conserves the photometric ratio.

As part of the issue of the constant photometric ratio, the Kernel Integral Theorem was
proved. This theorem states the integral of the kernel is the scaling factor of the flux

from the reference to the convolved reference RKR FKF  . It was this theorem that

led to a photometric flux conserving algorithm being included in the IDL computer code.

The problem of sub-pixel alignment was addressed. Using a method proposed by
Magnier coupled with either piecewise cubic splines or polynomial interpolation
convolution kernels, the problem of sub-pixel alignment errors was presented and solved.
Of course, the 1st degree OIS will correct these sub-pixel alignment errors if there is
translation only (i.e., no differential rotation). See Chapter 9.2. The 2nd degree OIS will
correct alignment errors due to differential alignment (Alard, 2000; Miller, Pennypacker,
& White, 2008).

An attempt to define the quality of an OIS using a quality index was tested but only
partially successful. The quality index was successful in identifying improvements in the
subtractions using the delta function basis, but unsuccessful in subtractions using the
Gaussian components basis. A variety of changes to the application and definition of the
index were proposed. The problem likely stems from the failure to remove the average
per-pixel background in the residual light prior to the calculation of the quality index
(i.e., conduct aperture photometry on the residual light within the subtraction).

Provided in the appendix are the completed IDL source codes for the sub-pixel
alignment, differential background correction, subtraction using the OIS method,
moving-object masking, and SNe and AGN masking. Also, in the appendix are examples
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of the linear systems used to solve a 1st degree OIS problem and a differential
background correction, and examples of the delta function basis and Gaussian
components basis.

11.2 Future Studies

The space-varying kernel calculations using either the delta function basis or the
Gaussian component basis are time-consuming. For example, a 1K x 1K image with a 1st

degree 13 x 13 space-varying kernel will take as long as one hour to complete a
subtraction using a Hewlett-Packard Pavilion zd8000 laptop with an Intel Pentium 4
processor and 2.80 GHz processing speed. Half of this time is spent calculating the
polynomial coefficients from a 507 x 507 linear system, and the other half is spent
calculating the convolution calculations.

For two-dimensional astronomical images, a convolution is a double integral evaluated at
each pixel. In the space-varying case, the double integral varies from pixel-to-pixel.
With a 1st degree 13 x 13 space-varying kernel, each calculation involves a total of 169
multiplications and 168 additions for a total of 337 arithmetic operations per pixel. For a
1K x 1K image this represents about 3.37 x 108 arithmetic operations.

The Convolution Theorem has long been used to speed up convolution calculations using
the Fourier transform. Further research into the use of this theorem is needed to
determine if it can be applied to the convolution calculations needed for the space-
varying kernels. If so, this may provide a significant reduction in the time to complete a
subtraction. For a constant kernel, the IDL algorithm CONVOL uses the Convolution
Theorem, so it is possible to extend this theorem from a 1-dimensional to a 2-dimensional
problem.

Unfortunately the 507 x 507 linear system used to calculate the polynomial coefficients
does not possess symmetry or other characteristics that permit the use of faster,
specialized linear system solvers (e.g., a tri-diagonal system). The only reduction in time
that comes is how the calculations are maintained in the iteration (i.e., not repeated as the
stamps are rejected for failing to pass the χ2 goodness-of-fit test). Optimization of these
calculations has already been incorporated into the IDL computer algorithms written by
the author to calculate a subtraction.

In addition to a study of the use of the Convolution Theorem, work needs to continue on
the computer algorithms and include:

 Automating the identification of I and R, FWHM, and saturation level of I
and R.

 Validating the OIS computer code corrects systematic sub-pixel rotation
errors with a 2nd degree kernel.

 Use of different sets of coefficient functions in the space-varying kernel,
other than the bi-variate polynomials proposed by Alard (2000).
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 Use of different Gaussian components bases, other than the one proposed
by Astier (2004-2007). See Israel, et.al, 2007.

 Use of space-varying bi-variate polynomials that vary across a stamp.
 Check of the stamps to meet the integral of the kernel condition as

described in Appendix A6.1.
 Test the re-definitions of the quality index Q.I. as outlined in Chapter 10.4.
 Development of an algorithm to align images using the rotation method as

described in Appendix A7.2.
 Development of a graphical user interface (GUI) for the IDL subtraction

routines to be used in IASC.
 Development of an IDL computer code incorporating the IDL subtraction

routines to be used in SNe and AGN searches in IASC.
 Use of the OIS method to detect the bending of star light through the

Sun’s gravitational field during a total solar eclipse (i.e., the Eddington
experiment).
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Appendices
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A2.3 Example of a Linear System for the Space-Varying Kernel

The linear system for calculating the space-varying convolution kernel of degree d is
given by:
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Let N=2 and d=1. This produces the following 6 x 6 linear system defined by each
combination of q, r, and s. There are two basis vectors multiplied by a first degree
polynomial, which is a function of the pixel coordinates (x,y).

1) n = 1, q = 1

r = 0, s = 0 )0,0,1()0,0,1()0,0,1( 0,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 CCC  

r = 0, s = 1 )1,0,1()1,0,1()1,0,1( 0,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 CCC  

r = 1, s = 0 )0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1( 0,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 CCC  
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2) n = 1, q = 2

r = 0, s = 0 )0,0,2()0,0,2()0,0,2( 0,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 CCC  

r = 0, s = 1 )1,0,2()1,0,2()1,0,2( 0,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 CCC  

r = 1, s = 0 )0,1,2()0,1,2()0,1,2( 0,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 CCC  

3) n = 2, q = 1

r = 0, s = 0 )0,0,1()0,0,1()0,0,1( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,2 CCC  

r = 0, s = 1 )1,0,1()1,0,1()1,0,1( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,2 CCC  

r = 1, s = 0 )0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,2 CCC  

4) n = 2, q = 2

r = 0, s = 0 )0,0,2()0,0,2()0,0,2( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,2 CCC  

r = 0, s = 1 )1,0,2()1,0,2()1,0,2( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,2 CCC  

r = 1, s = 0 )0,1,2()0,1,2()0,1,2( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,2 CCC  

Equation for q = 1, r = 0, s = 0

)0,0,1()0,0,1()0,0,1()0,0,1()0,0,1()0,0,1()0,0,1( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,20,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 DCCCCCC  

Equation for q = 1, r = 0, s = 1

)1,0,1()1,0,1()1,0,1()1,0,1()1,0,1()1,0,1()1,0,1( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,20,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 DCCCCCC  

Equation for q = 1, r = 1, s = 0
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)0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1()0,1,1( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,20,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 DCCCCCC  

Equation for q = 2, r = 0, s = 0

)0,0,2()0,0,2()0,0,2()0,0,2()0,0,2()0,0,2()0,0,2( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,20,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 DCCCCCC  

Equation for q = 2, r = 0, s = 1

)1,0,2()1,0,2()1,0,2()1,0,2()1,0,2()1,0,2()1,0,2( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,20,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 DCCCCCC  

Equation for q = 2, r = 1, s = 0

)1,0,2()0,1,2()0,1,2()0,1,2()0,1,2()0,1,2()0,1,2( 0,1,20,1,21,0,21,0,20,0,20,0,20,1,10,1,11,0,11,0,10,0,10,0,1 DCCCCCC  

This 6 x 6 linear system is solved for the vector:  0,1,21,0,20,0,20,1,11,0,10,0,1 ,,;,, 

where the first set of three components define the coefficients of the polynomial factor
associated with the first basis vector and the second set of three define the coefficients of
the polynomial factor associated with the second basis vector.
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A4.4 Examples of the Delta Function & Gaussian Components Bases

In order to allow for the centering of the kernel during the convolution of the better-
seeing image, an L x L kernel K is calculated where L is odd.

If L = 3 then the following will be the delta function basis with a dimension 92 L :
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A second reason why L needs to be odd is the basis vector K5. This vector must be
included in any basis to allow for situations in which the image and reference are almost
identical (i.e., RKR  5 ).

In the event the kernel is not circularly-symmetric about its center, the delta function
basis still handles the kernel calculation. This can occur if the two images I and R are not
properly aligned or there is some distortion in the system optics.

The delta function basis also handles a kernel that is circularly-symmetric about its
center. The calculations are more time-consuming than using the Gaussian components
basis, which are defined with this symmetry included.

For an example of a Gaussian components basis, let Nc = 1, d1 = 2, and σ1 = 2.0. Also,
let σKernel = 0.25, which gives L = 7 and Ctr = 4.
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For n = 1,2,…,6. Each combination of u and v produces one n (i.e., one basis vector)
while 10 du  and udv  10 :
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The 7 x 7 basis vectors are defined as the following, where 71  i and 71  j :

For n = 1 (u = 0, v = 0)
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A5.2a Example of a Background Polynomial Calculation

Suppose a 2nd degree polynomial is sought for the background correction. In this case,
d = 2, which gives a 6 x 6 linear system. The following is that linear system. Note for
each n and m, one row of that system is produced.

Row #1: n = 0, m = 0
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Row #2: n = 0, m = 1
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A6.1 Comments on the Integral of the Kernel Proof

In establishing that RKR FKF  , it was assumed that:
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where kR is the mean value of the background sky.

To understand the condition of the constraints on  
vukR

,
to be background sky, for

121121  wmandwl see Figure 6.1.1. It shows what pixels around the

kth stamp are included in the calculation of  
mlk ,

 .
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Figure A6.1.1. The pixels around the kth stamp that are included in the
calculation of  

mlk ,
 .

The pixels within Δw inside the stamp and outside the stamp (i.e., within the red dotted
lines) are included in the calculation of each  

mlk ,
 . If these pixels are background sky

then the following condition is valid:
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This suggests that the stamps may need to be filtered so that this background sky
condition is met to ensure that there is a constant photometric flux from the convolved
reference to the image.
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A7.2 Derivation of the Rotation Angle

The following figures show a vector geometry derivation of the rotation angle. This
angle is needed to align two images prior to the convolution kernel calculation.

Figure A7.2.1. Location of matching centroids from the two images.
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Figure A7.2.2. Position vectors of the two matching centroids.
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Figure A7.2.3. Displacement vector of the first centroid.
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Figure A7.2.4. Addition of the displacement vector of the first centroid to the
second. This shows whether the images are rotated with respect to one another.
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Figure A7.2.5. Definition of the rotation angle Θ.
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Figure A7.2.6. Calculation of the rotation angle Θ.
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A7.3.2 Convolution Commutivity Proof

Let I and R be SR x SC images, I is an arbitrary image and R is the reference image in a
subtraction. Let K be an L x L kernel, where L is odd and 12  wL .

The convolution of the arbitrary image I, KI  , is an SR x SC image such that:
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Let K1 be a horizontal sub-pixel shift kernel and K2 be a vertical sub-pixel shift kernel:

  01,1 wiK for Li ,...,1 and 0, otherwise

  0
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 jw
K for Lj ,...,1 and 0, otherwise

Furthermore, 121  KK (i.e., preserve the photometric flux).

This gives the following for 1KI  and 2KI  , where I is an arbitrary image:
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followed by a vertical sub-pixel shift, and   12 KKR  , a vertical sub-pixel shift

followed by a horizontal sub-pixel shift:
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Therefore, when K1 and K2 are sub-pixel shift kernels (horizontal and vertical) the
convolution of the convolution is commutative. That is,     1221 KKRKKR 
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A10.2. Table A10.2 Subtraction Quality Index Matrix (Spherical
Galaxy).

D Delta function basis
Degree Degree of the space-varying kernel
G Gaussian components basis
Roundness Statistical criterion for NEWFIND routine (1.00 = perfect roundness)
Sharpness Statistical criterion for NEWFIND routine (1.00 = perfect sharpness)
χ2 Goodness-of-fit statistic for the subtraction iteration (1.00 = perfect fit)
# of Stamps Number of stamps that survive the subtraction iteration
Median χ2 Median χ2 goodness-of-fit statistic of the surviving stamps
Median Ratios Median photometric ratio of the surviving stamps
Q.I. Quality Index

Basis Degree Roundness Sharpness χ2 # of Stamps Median χ2 Median Ratios Q.I.
D 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 0.000 0.962 72.1
D 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 0.000 0.953 60.0
D 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 0.000 0.957 59.0
D 0 0.50 0.50 0.00 231 0.000 0.972 73.6
D 0 0.75 0.75 0.00 71 0.305 0.983 80.9
D 0 0.50 0.50 0.50 60 0.917 0.990 73.2
D 0 0.50 0.50 0.75 44 0.954 0.994 71.0
D 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 64 0.953 0.992 60.3
D 1 0.50 0.50 0.75 49 0.966 0.987 60.1
D 2 0.50 0.50 0.50 66 0.957 0.988 59.9
D 2 0.50 0.50 0.75 49 0.965 0.987 60.0
D 0 0.75 0.75 0.75 12 0.926 1.01 77.6
D 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 19 0.947 1.00 81.2
D 2 0.75 0.75 0.75 N/A N/A N/A N/A
G 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 0.000 0.959 63.7
G 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 0.000 0.957 64.3
G 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 0.000 0.958 63.8
G 0 0.50 0.50 0.00 231 0.000 0.972 64.0
G 0 0.75 0.75 0.00 71 0.323 0.983 64.1
G 0 0.50 0.50 0.50 55 0.924 0.991 63.8
G 0 0.50 0.50 0.75 40 0.948 0.995 64.6
G 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 53 0.895 0.988 64.3
G 1 0.50 0.50 0.75 37 0.948 0.990 63.5
G 2 0.50 0.50 0.50 53 0.932 0.988 63.8
G 2 0.50 0.50 0.75 24 0.951 0.991 66.8
G 0 0.75 0.75 0.75 16 0.934 0.989 65.1
G 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 7 0.842 0.995 63.9
G 2 0.75 0.75 0.75 11 0.930 1.00 261
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A10.3. Table A10.3
Subtraction Quality Index Matrix (Elliptical Galaxy)

D Delta function basis
Degree Degree of the space-varying kernel
G Gaussian components basis
Roundness Statistical criterion for NEWFIND routine (1.00 = perfect roundness)
Sharpness Statistical criterion for NEWFIND routine (1.00 = perfect sharpness)
χ2 Goodness-of-fit statistic for the subtraction iteration (1.00 = perfect fit)
# of Stamps Number of stamps that survive the subtraction iteration
Median χ2 Median χ2 goodness-of-fit statistic of the surviving stamps
Median Ratios Median photometric ratio of the surviving stamps
Q.I. Quality Index

Basis Degree Roundness Sharpness χ2 # of Stamps Q.I.
D 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 65.5
D 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 64.4
D 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 64.8
D 0 0.50 0.50 0.00 231 65.4
D 0 0.75 0.75 0.00 71 64.9
D 0 0.50 0.50 0.50 60 65.6
D 0 0.50 0.50 0.75 44 65.9
D 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 64 64.7
D 1 0.50 0.50 0.75 49 64.7
D 2 0.50 0.50 0.50 66 65.0
D 2 0.50 0.50 0.75 49 65.1
D 0 0.75 0.75 0.75 12 66.5
D 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 19 65.3
D 2 0.75 0.75 0.75 N/A N/A
G 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 67.1
G 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 66.7
G 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 283 67.1
G 0 0.50 0.50 0.00 231 67.0
G 0 0.75 0.75 0.00 71 66.9
G 0 0.50 0.50 0.50 55 67.2
G 0 0.50 0.50 0.75 40 67.0
G 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 53 66.9
G 1 0.50 0.50 0.75 37 66.9
G 2 0.50 0.50 0.50 53 67.3
G 2 0.50 0.50 0.75 24 68.0
G 0 0.75 0.75 0.75 16 67.0
G 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 7 67.7
G 2 0.75 0.75 0.75 11 67.5
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Appendix –Space-Varying Kernel (Miller Model)

As an alternative to the space-varying kernel approach used by Alard (2000), the author

has proposed a variation of the constant kernel model. Let K be the optimal constant
kernel solution to IKR  as described in “Least Squares Algorithm (Constant
Kernel).”

Define a new kernel  KyxK ),(1  where (x,y) are pixel coordinates

and  
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which produces the following linear system:
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As with the space-varying kernel proposed by Alard (2000), it is possible to generalize

the correction term 
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Appendix IDL Computer Codes

A5.2b Differential Background Correction

A7.3.4 Sub-Pixel Iteration Alignment

A8.2 Masking for Moving Objects & Supernovae

A9.1 Space-Varying Kernel Subtraction (OIS Method)
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A5.2b – Computer Code for the Differential Background Correction
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PRO Background
;====================================INPUT THE IMAGE & DATA=============================================;
; Set the Work Space

Direct="C:\Documents and Settings\JPMiller\Desktop\Space-Varying Kernel\4. Results\"

; Input the Image
Ext= "" & READ,PROMPT="Extension: " ,Ext & Ext="."+Ext
Name="" & READ,PROMPT="Image Name: ",Name & FITS_READ, Direct+Name+Ext,Img,ImgHdr & Img=FLOAT(Img)

; Input the Saturation Level
Ans="" & READ,PROMPT="Saturated Pixels (Yes/No): ",Ans & Ans=STRUPCASE(Ans)
IF Ans EQ "YES" THEN READ,PROMPT="Saturation Level: ",Saturate ELSE Saturate=MAX(Img)+10000.0

; Input the Minimum Sigma & Degree
READ,PROMPT="Minimum Sigma: " ,SigMin & READ,PROMPT="Degree: ",Degree

; Input the Maximum Range for Masking
READ,PROMPT="Maximum Range: " ,LightMax

;=========================================================================================================;
;======================================PRELIMINARY IMAGE ANALYSIS=======================================;
; Identify the Not Used Pixel Values

Unused_Pixels, Img,X,Y & IF (X GE 0.0 and Y GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed=Img(X,Y) ELSE NotUsed=MIN(Img)-10000.0
;=========================================================================================================;
;====================================CALCULATE THE BACKGROUND==========================================;
; Calculate the Mean Sky & Sigma

MeanSky, Img,Saturate,NotUsed,Pixel,Fill,SkyI,SigI

; Identify the Masked Pixels
ProcessPixels, Img,SigMin,Saturate,SkyI,SigI,LightMax,Pixel,Fill,Bck,IPix,ImgPix

; Define the Least-Squares Coefficient Matrices & Right-Hand-Side Vectors
BackMatrix, Bck,IPix,Degree,A,B & LUDC, A,Index & C=LUSOL(A,Index,B)

; Correct the Background
CorrectImage, Img,Saturate,NotUsed,Pixel,Degree,C,BckPoly,ImgBckPoly

;=======================================================================================================;
;====================================OUTPUT THE CORRECTED IMAGE=========================================;
; Output the Background & Corrected Image

FILE_DELETE, Direct+Name+"_B"+Ext ,/Allow_Nonexistent & FITS_WRITE, Direct+Name+"_B"+Ext,ImgBckPoly,ImgHdr
;=======================================================================================================;
END
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PRO BackMatrix, Bck,IPix,Deg,A,B

; Define the Arrays
ISize=SIZE(Bck, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
Dim=ROUND((Deg+1.0)*(Deg+2.0)/2.0) & A=FLTARR(Dim,Dim) & B=FLTARR(Dim)

; Build the Coefficient Matrix (A)
Row=0
FOR N=0,Deg DO BEGIN
FOR M=0,Deg-N DO BEGIN

Col=0
FOR K=0,Deg DO BEGIN
FOR L=0,Deg-K DO BEGIN

Sum=0.0
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

X=FLOAT(I) & Y=FLOAT(J)
IF IPix(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN Sum=Sum+X^(K+N)*Y^(L+M)

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
A(Row,Col)=Sum
Col=Col+1

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
Row=Row+1

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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; Build the Right-Hand-Side Vector
Row=0
FOR N=0,Deg DO BEGIN
FOR M=0,Deg-N DO BEGIN

Sum=0.0
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

X=FLOAT(I) & Y=FLOAT(J)
IF IPix(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN Sum=Sum+Bck(I,J)*X^N*Y^M

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
B(Row)=Sum
Row=Row+1

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

END
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PRO CorrectImage, Img,Saturate,NotUsed,Pixel,Degree,C,BckPoly,ImgBckPoly

; Test of the Polynomial-Derived Background
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
BckPoly=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

X=FLOAT(I) & Y=FLOAT(J)
Sum=0.0 & Row=0
FOR K=0,Degree DO BEGIN
FOR L=0,Degree-K DO BEGIN

Sum=Sum+C(Row)*X^K*Y^L
Row=Row+1

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
BckPoly(I,J)=Sum

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Correct the Image & Reference for Background
ImgBckPoly=Img-BckPoly
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN ImgBckPoly(I,J)=NotUsed
IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 4.0 THEN ImgBckPoly(I,J)=Saturate

ENDFOR

END
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PRO MeanSky, Img,Saturate,NotUsed,Pixel,Fill,SkyI,SigI

; Calculate the Image Size
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
Pixel=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)

; Process the Unused Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Img(I,J) EQ NotUsed THEN Pixel(I,J)=3.0
IF (Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0) and (Img(I,J) GE Saturate) THEN Pixel(I,J)=4.0

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the Random Fill ("Sprinkle")
Fill=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & NSeed=1001L
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

Fill(I,J)=2.0*RANDOMU(NSeed, /Uniform)-1.0
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Fix the Image
ImgFix=Img
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN ImgFix(I,J)=Saturate
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the Average Sky & Sigma
Sky, ImgFix,SkyI,SigI,HighBad=Saturate, /Silent

END
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PRO ProcessPixels, Img,SigMin,Saturate,SkyI,SigI,LightMax,Pixel,Fill,Bck,IPix,ImgPix

; Calculate the Dimensions of the Image
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
Bck=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & IPix=Bck

; Calculate the Minimum Sky Sigma, Maximum Sky Sigma, & Width of Process Box
ImgA=Img-SkyI & ImgQ=ABS(ImgA)/SigI & MedianQ=MEDIAN(ImgQ, /Even) & SigmaQ=STDDEV(ImgQ)
FactMax=LightMax*(MAX(ImgQ)-MedianQ)/SigmaQ & SigMax=MedianQ+ABS(FactMax)*SigmaQ ;SigMin=3.0
DelWidth=10

; Identify the Pixels >= Maximum Sigma
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF (ABS(ImgA(I,J)) GE SigMax*SigI) AND Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 THEN Pixel(I,J)=1.0
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Identify the Interior Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
Interior="Yes"
FOR U=I-1,I+1 DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-1,J+1 DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF ~(U EQ I AND V EQ J) AND (Pixel(U,V) EQ 0.0) THEN Interior="No"

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
IF Interior EQ "Yes" THEN Pixel(I,J)=2.0

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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; Calculate the Widths
Width=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
StopWhile="No" & DelW=0
WHILE StopWhile EQ "No" DO BEGIN

Change="Yes" & DelW=DelW+DelWidth
FOR U=I-DelW,I+DelW DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-DelW,J+DelW DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF ~((I-DelW-1 LE U AND U LE I+DelW-1) AND (J-DelW-1 LE V AND V LE J+DelW-1)) THEN BEGIN

IF ABS(ImgA(U,V)) LE SigMin*SigI THEN BEGIN
Change="No" & GOTO, Next

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
Next: IF Change EQ "No" THEN StopWhile="Yes"

ENDWHILE
Width(I,J)=DelW-1

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Identify the Pixel Flags
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
DelW=ROUND(SQRT(2.0)*Width(I,J))
FOR U=I-DelW,I+DelW DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-DelW,J+DelW DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF (((U-I)^2+(V-J)^2) LE DelW^2) AND (Pixel(U,V) EQ 0.0) THEN Pixel(U,V)=1.0

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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; "Sprinkle" the Bad Pixels with Background
Image=Img
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) GT 0.0 THEN Image(I,J)=SkyI+SigI*Fill(I,J)
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Define the Output Images
ImgPix=Image

; Flag the Pixels <= SigMin*SigSky
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF (ABS(ImgA(I,J)) LE SigMin*SigI) AND Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 THEN BEGIN
Bck(I,J)=Img(I,J) & IPix(I,J)=1.0

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

END
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PRO Unused_Pixels, Img,X,Y

; Determine the Image Dimensions
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Locate the Unused Pixels
X=0 & Y=-1 & Img_Min=MIN(Img)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN

J0=0 & J1=1 & J2=2
IF J2 LE ICol-1 THEN BEGIN

IF (Img(I,J0) EQ Img_Min) and (Img(I,J0) EQ Img(I,J2)) THEN BEGIN
X=I & Y=J0 & GOTO, Finish

ENDIF
J0=J0+2 & J1=J1+2 & J2=J2+2
IF J2 GT ICol-1 THEN GOTO, Next

ENDIF
Next:

ENDFOR

Finish:

END
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A7.3.4 Computer Code Sub-Pixel Iteration Alignment
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PRO Alignment
!Quiet=1
;=============================================INPUT IMAGES & PARAMETERS=====================================================;
; Set Up the Work Space

Direct="C:\Documents and Settings\JPMiller\Desktop\Space-Varying Kernel\4. Results\"

; Input the Image & Reference
Ext="" & READ,PROMPT="Extension: ",Ext & Ext="."+Ext
IName="" & READ,PROMPT="Image #1: " ,IName & Name=Direct+IName+Ext & FITS_READ, Name,Img,ImgHdr & Img=FLOAT(Img)
RName="" & READ,PROMPT="Image #2: " ,RName & Name=Direct+RName+Ext & FITS_READ, Name,Ref,RefHdr & Ref=FLOAT(Ref)

; Identify the Not Used Pixel Value
NotUsed=FLTARR(2) & NotUsed(0)=MIN(Img)-10000.0 & NotUsed(1)=MIN(Ref)-10000.0
Not_Used_Pixels, Img,XI,YI & IF (XI GE 0.0 and YI GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(0)=Img(XI,YI)
Not_Used_Pixels, Ref,XR,YR & IF (XR GE 0.0 and YR GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(1)=Ref(XR,YR)

; GSFC Alignment Option
Ans="" & READ,PROMPT="Use the GSFC Alignment Method (Yes/No): ",Ans & Ans=STRUPCASE(Ans)
IF Ans EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN

Value=NotUsed(0) & HAstrom, Img,ImgHdr,AImg,AImgHdr,RefHdr, Missing=Value, Cubic=-1, Interp=2
FILE_DELETE, Direct+IName+"A"+Ext, /Allow_Nonexistent & MWRFITS, AImg,Direct+IName+"_A"+Ext,AImgHdr
GOTO,Next

ENDIF

; Input the Image FWHM (Approximate) & Range of Light
READ,PROMPT="Image FWHM: " ,FWHM
READ,PROMPT="Range of Light (Min,Max): ",LightMin,LightMax

;Input the Saturation Level
Ans="" & READ,PROMPT="Check the Saturation (Yes/No): ",Ans & Ans=STRUPCASE(Ans) & Saturate=FLTARR(2)
IF Ans EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN

READ,PROMPT="Saturation Level (Image #1): ",Saturation & Saturate(0)=Saturation
READ,PROMPT="Saturation Level (Image #2): ",Saturation & Saturate(1)=Saturation

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
Saturate(0)=MAX(Img)+10000.0 & Saturate(1)=MAX(Ref)+10000.0

ENDELSE

; Input the Iteration Flag
Ans="" & READ,PROMPT="Iterate the Sub-Pixel Alignment (Yes/No): ",Ans & Ans=STRUPCASE(Ans)
Iterate="NO" & If Ans EQ "YES" THEN Iterate="YES" & Max_Count=100

;===========================================================================================================================;
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;=============================================PROCESS PIXELS & CALCULATE TRANSLATION=========================================;
; Initialize the Mask & Iteration Counter

ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
Mask=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO IF Img(I,J) EQ NotUsed(0) THEN Mask(I,J)=3.0
Count=0

Converge:

; Calculate the Mean Sky
MeanSky, Img,Ref,Saturate,NotUsed,Fill,Pixel,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR

; Process the Pixels
ProcessPixels, Img,Ref,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR,LightMin,LightMax,Pixel,Fill,ImgPix,RefPix

; Calculate the Matching Pixels
PixelMatch, ImgPix,RefPix,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR,4.0,FWHM,RndI,ShrpI,XI,YI,NStars,DelX,DelY,SigX,SigY

; Calculate the Translation Vector
KernelShift, NotUsed,DelX,DelY,5,Mask,Img

Count=Count+1
IF Iterate EQ "YES" THEN IF (DelX^2+DelY^2) GT 0.00005 and Count LT Max_Count THEN GOTO, Converge

;===========================================================================================================================;

;=============================================OUTPUT THE PROCESSED IMAGES===================================================;
; Output the Shifted Image

PRINT,"# of Iterations (25 Max): ",Count
PRINT,"# of Matching Stars: ",NStars & PRINT,"Translation Vector",DelX,DelY & PRINT,"Standard Deviations: ",SigX,SigY
FILE_DELETE, Direct+IName+"_A"+Ext, /Allow_Nonexistent ;& FITS_WRITE, Direct+Iname+"_A"+Ext,Img,RefHdr
MWRFITS, Img,Direct+IName+"_A"+Ext,RefHdr

;===========================================================================================================================;

Next:

!Quiet=0
END
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PRO KernelShift, NotUsed,DelX,DelY,L,Mask,Img

; Determine the Image Information
ISize=SIZE(Img,/Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Determine the Translation Vector & Sub-Pixel Shift
H=ABS(DelX) & IntX=FLOOR(H) & H=IntX-H & IF DelX LT 0.0 THEN H=-1.0*H
V=ABS(DelY) & IntY=FLOOR(V) & V=IntY-V & IF DelY LT 0.0 THEN V=-1.0*V

; Translate the Orginal Image (Convolution Kernels)
IF IntX GE 1.0 THEN BEGIN

Kh=FLTARR(3,3) & IF DelX LT 0.0 THEN Kh(2,1)=1.0 ELSE Kh(0,1)=1.0
FOR K=0,IntX-1 DO Img=CONVOL(Img,Kh,/Center,/Edge_Wrap)

ENDIF
IF IntY GE 1.0 THEN BEGIN

Kv=FLTARR(3,3) & IF DelY LT 0.0 THEN Kv(1,2)=1.0 ELSE Kv(1,0)=1.0
FOR K=0,IntY-1 DO Img=CONVOL(Img,Kv,/Center,/Edge_Wrap)

ENDIF

; Perform the Sub-Pixel Shift (Convolution Kernels)
IF (0.0 LT ABS(H) and ABS(H) LT 1.0) or (0.0 LT ABS(V) and ABS(V) LT 1.0) THEN BEGIN

; Define the Sub-Shifting Kernels
; Calculate the Divisors

Divisors, L,Delta
; Midpoint of the Kernel

m=(L-1.0)/2.0
; Establish the Sub-Shift Kernels

Kh=FLTARR(L,L) & Kv=Kh
; Horizontal Sub-Shift

IF ABS(H) GT 0.0 THEN BEGIN
A=F(H,L,Delta) & FOR I=0,L-1 DO Kh(I,m)=A(I)

ENDIF ELSE Kh(m,m)=1.0
; Vertical Sub-Shift

IF ABS(V) GT 0.0 THEN BEGIN
B=F(V,L,Delta) & FOR J=0,L-1 DO Kv(m,J)=B(J)

ENDIF ELSE Kv(m,m)=1.0
; Calculate the Sub-Shifted Image

Img=CONVOL(Img,Kh,/Center,/Edge_Wrap) & Img=CONVOL(Img,Kv,/Center,/Edge_Wrap)
ENDIF
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; Blank Out the Unused Pixels
Unused_Pixels, NotUsed,DelX,DelY,Mask,Img

END

;======================================FUNCTIONS & PROCEDURES======================================;

PRO Divisors, L,Delta

; Calculate the Divisors
Delta=FLTARR(L,L)
FOR I=0,L-1 DO BEGIN

Delta(I,I)=FACTORIAL(I) & Sgn=-1.0
FOR J=I+1,L-1 DO BEGIN

Delta(I,J)=Sgn*FACTORIAL(J-I)*Delta(I,I)
Sgn=-1.0*Sgn

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

END

FUNCTION F,x,L,Delta

; Calculate the Partition Factors
Z=FLTARR(L) & m=(L-1.0)/2.0
Z(0)=1.0
FOR K=1,L-1 DO BEGIN

Z(K)=Z(K-1)*(x+m) & m=m-1
ENDFOR

; Calculate the Kernel Entries
Ans=FLTARR(L)
FOR I=0,L-1 DO FOR J=I,L-1 DO Ans(I)=Ans(I)+Z(J)/Delta(I,J)

RETURN, Ans
END
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PRO MeanSky, Img,Ref,Saturate,NotUsed,Fill,Pixel,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR

; Calculate the Mean Sky & Sigma
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Identify the Unused & Saturated Pixels
Pixel=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Img(I,J) EQ NotUsed(0) OR Ref(I,J) EQ NotUsed(1) THEN Pixel(I,J)=3.0
IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 AND (Img(I,J) GE Saturate(0) OR Ref(I,J) GE Saturate(1)) THEN Pixel(I,J)=4.0

ENDFOR

; Calculate the Random Fill ("Sprinkle")
Fill=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & NSeed=1001L
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO Fill(I,J)=2.0*RANDOMU(NSeed, /Uniform)-1.0

; Calculate the "Fixed" Images
ImgFix=Img & RefFix=Ref
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN BEGIN

ImgFix(I,J)=Saturate(0) & RefFix(I,J)=Saturate(1)
ENDIF

; Calculate the Mean Sky & Sigma
Sky, ImgFix,SkyI,SigI,HighBad=Saturate(0), /Silent & Sky, RefFix,SkyR,SigR,HighBad=Saturate(1), /Silent

END
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PRO Not_Used_Pixels, Img,X,Y

; Determine the Image Dimensions
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Locate the Unused Pixels
X=0 & Y=-1 & Img_Min=MIN(Img)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN

J0=0 & J1=1 & J2=2
IF J2 LE ICol-1 THEN BEGIN

IF (Img(I,J0) EQ Img_Min) and (Img(I,J0) EQ Img(I,J2)) THEN BEGIN
X=I & Y=J0 & GOTO, Finish

ENDIF
J0=J0+2 & J1=J1+2 & J2=J2+2
IF J2 GT ICol-1 THEN GOTO, Next

ENDIF
Next:

ENDFOR

Finish:

END
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PRO PixelMatch, Img,Ref,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR,Factor,FWHM,RndI,ShrpI,XI,YI,NStars,DelX,DelY,SigX,SigY

;Calculate the Image Size
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Identify the Alignment Pixels (Sky & Find from GSFC)
ImgA=Img-SkyI & RefA=Ref-SkyR
NewFind, Img,XI,YI,FluxI,ShrpI,RndI,Factor*SigI,FWHM, /Silent & NewFind, Ref,XR,YR,FluxR,ShrpR,RndR,Factor*SigR,FWHM, /Silent

; Identify the Pixel Flags
Vector=FLTARR(2*IRow,2*ICol) & DimI=N_ELEMENTS(FluxI) & DimR=N_ELEMENTS(FluxR)
FOR N=0,DimI-1 DO BEGIN

XImg=XI(N) & YImg=YI(N)
FOR M=0,DimR-1 DO BEGIN

XRef=XR(M) & YRef=YR(M)
Vector(XRef-XImg+IRow,YRef-YImg+ICol)=Vector(XRef-XImg+IRow,YRef-YImg+ICol)+1.0

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Locate the Maximum Pixel Value in Vector
MaxPix=MAX(Vector,Location) & Indx=ARRAY_INDICES(Vector,Location) & Xc=Indx(0) & Yc=Indx(1)
DelX=Xc-IRow & DelY=Yc-ICol

; Build the Star List
Cnt=0
FOR N=0,DimI-1 DO BEGIN

XImg=XI(N) & YImg=YI(N)
FOR M=0,DimR-1 DO BEGIN

XRef=XR(M) & YRef=YR(M)
IF (DelX-1 LE XRef-XImg and XRef-XImg LE DelX+1) AND (DelY-1 LE YRef-YImg and YRef-YImg LE DelY+1) THEN Cnt=Cnt+1

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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Dim=Cnt & IXc=FLTARR(Dim) & IYc=IXc & RXc=IXc & RYc=IXc & Cnt=0
FOR N=0,DimI-1 DO BEGIN

XImg=XI(N) & YImg=YI(N)
FOR M=0,DimR-1 DO BEGIN

XRef=XR(M) & YRef=YR(M)
IF (DelX-1 LE XRef-XImg and XRef-XImg LE DelX+1) AND (DelY-1 LE YRef-YImg and YRef-YImg LE DelY+1) THEN BEGIN

IXc(Cnt)=XImg & IYc(Cnt)=YImg & RXc(Cnt)=XRef & RYc(Cnt)=YRef & Cnt=Cnt+1
ENDIF

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the # of Matching Stars & Translation Vectors
NStars=N_ELEMENTS(IXc) & DelX=MEAN(RXc-IXc) & DelY=MEAN(RYc-IYc) & SigX=STDDEV(RXc-IXc) & SigY=STDDEV(RYc-IYc)

END
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PRO ProcessPixels, Img,Ref,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR,LightMin,LightMax,Pixel,Fill,ImgPix,RefPix

; Calculate the Dimensions of the Image
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
Pixel=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & Fill=Pixel

; Calculate the Adjusted Image
ImgA=Img-SkyI & RefA=Ref-SkyR

; Calculate the Minimum Sky Sigma, Maximum Sky Sigma, & Width of Process Box
ImgQ=ABS(ImgA)/SigI & RefQ=ABS(RefA)/SigR
MedianQ=MIN([MEDIAN(ImgQ, /Even),MEDIAN(RefQ, /Even)]) & SigmaQ=MIN([STDDEV(ImgQ),STDDEV(RefQ)])
Factor=LightMin*(MAX([MAX(ImgQ),MAX(RefQ)])-MedianQ)/SigmaQ & SigMin=MedianQ+Factor*SigmaQ & SigMin=MAX([3.0,SigMin])
Factor=LightMax*(MAX([MAX(ImgQ),MAX(RefQ)])-MedianQ)/SigmaQ & SigMax=MedianQ+Factor*SigmaQ & DelWidth=10

; Identify the Pixels >= Maximum Sigma
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF ((ABS(ImgA(I,J)) GE SigMax*SigI) OR (ABS(RefA(I,J)) GE SigMax*SigR)) THEN Pixel(I,J)=1.0
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Identify the Interior Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
Interior="Yes"
FOR U=I-1,I+1 DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-1,J+1 DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF ~(U EQ I AND V EQ J) AND (Pixel(U,V) EQ 0.0) THEN Interior="No"

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
IF Interior EQ "Yes" THEN Pixel(I,J)=2.0

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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; Calculate the Widths
Width=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
StopWhile="No" & DelW=0
WHILE StopWhile EQ "No" DO BEGIN

Change="Yes" & DelW=DelW+DelWidth
FOR U=I-DelW,I+DelW DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-DelW,J+DelW DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U and U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V and V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF ~((I-DelW-1 LE U and U LE I+DelW-1) AND (J-DelW-1 LE V and V LE J+DelW-1)) THEN BEGIN

IF ((ABS(ImgA(U,V)) LT SigMin*SigI) AND (ABS(RefA(U,V)) LT SigMin*SigR)) THEN BEGIN
Change="No" & GOTO, Next

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
Change="No" & GOTO, Next

ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
Next: IF Change EQ "No" THEN StopWhile="Yes"

ENDWHILE
Width(I,J)=DelW-1

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Identify the Pixel Flags
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
DelW=ROUND(SQRT(2.0)*Width(I,J))
FOR U=I-DelW,I+DelW DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-DelW,J+DelW DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF (((U-I)^2+(V-J)^2) LE DelW^2) AND (Pixel(U,V) EQ 0.0) THEN Pixel(U,V)=1.0

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

ENDIF
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ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; "Sprinkle" the Bad Pixels with Random Background
ImgPix=Img & RefPix=Ref
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) GT 0.0 THEN BEGIN
ImgPix(I,J)=SigI*Fill(I,J) & RefPix(I,J)=SigR*Fill(I,J)

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

END
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PRO Unused_Pixels, NotUsed,DelX,DelY,Mask,Img

; Determine the Image Dimensions
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Blank out the Image (Originally No Unused Pixels) ; If the original image has no unused pixels
IF NotUsed(0) EQ MIN(Img)-10000.0 THEN BEGIN ; this section is called during the first iteration

NotUsed(0)=MIN(Img)-5000.0 ; but skipped thereafter.
IF DelX GE 0.0 THEN FOR I=0,HMax DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO Mask(I,J)=3.0 $
ELSE FOR I=IRow-1-HMax,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO Mask(I,J)=3.0
IF DelY GE 0.0 THEN FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,VMax DO Mask(I,J)=3.0 $
ELSE FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=ICol-1-VMax,ICol-1 DO Mask(I,J)=3.0
GOTO, Done

ENDIF

; Build the Bottom & Top Edges
Bottom=FLTARR(IRow) & Top=Bottom & I=0
Next1: IF I LE IRow-1 THEN BEGIN

FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN
IF Mask(I,J) EQ 0.0 THEN BEGIN

IF J GT 0 THEN Bottom(I)=J-1 ELSE Bottom(I)=0
GOTO, Next2

ENDIF
ENDFOR

Next2: FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN
JBck=ICol-1-J
IF Mask(I,JBck) EQ 0.0 THEN BEGIN

IF JBck LT ICol-1 THEN Top(I)=JBck+1 ELSE Top(I)=ICol-1
GOTO, Next3

ENDIF
ENDFOR
Next3: I=I+1
GOTO, Next1

ENDIF
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; Build the Left & Right Edges
Left=FLTARR(ICol) & Right=Left & J=0
Next4: IF J LE ICol-1 THEN BEGIN

FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
IF Mask(I,J) EQ 0.0 THEN BEGIN
IF I GT 0 THEN Left(J)=I-1 ELSE Left(J)=0

GOTO, Next5
ENDIF

ENDFOR
Next5: FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN

IBck=IRow-1-I
IF Mask(IBck,J) EQ 0.0 THEN BEGIN

IF IBck LT IRow-1 THEN Right(J)=IBck+1 ELSE Right(J)=IRow-1
GOTO, Next6

ENDIF
ENDFOR
Next6: J=J+1
GOTO, Next4

ENDIF

; Blank Out the Unused Pixels
HMax=CEIL(ABS(DelX)) & VMax=CEIL(ABS(DelY))

IF DelX GE 0.0 THEN BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IStrt=Left(J) & IEnd=MIN([Left(J)+HMax,IRow-1])
FOR I=IStrt,IEnd DO Mask(I,J)=3.0

ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN
IStrt=MAX([Right(J)-HMax,0]) & IEnd=Right(J)
FOR I=IStrt,IEnd DO Mask(I,J)=3.0

ENDFOR
ENDELSE
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IF DelY GE 0.0 THEN BEGIN
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN

JStrt=Bottom(I) & JEnd=MIN([Bottom(I)+VMax,ICol-1])
FOR J=JStrt,JEnd DO Mask(I,J)=3.0

ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
JStrt=MAX([Top(I)-VMax,0]) & JEnd=Top(I)
FOR J=JStrt,JEnd DO Mask(I,J)=3.0

ENDFOR
ENDELSE

Done:

; Apply the Mask to the Image
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO IF Mask(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN Img(I,J)=NotUsed(0)

END
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A8.2 Computer Codes for Masking Subtractions of Moving Objects & Supernova (AGN)
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Mask of Moving Object Subtractions
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PRO Asteroid_Mask

; Set the Work Space
Direct="C:\Documents and Settings\JPMiller\Desktop\Space-Varying Kernel\4. Results\"

; Input the Image, Reference, & Subtraction
Ext="" & READ,PROMPT="Extension: ",Ext & Ext="."+Ext
Img="" & READ,PROMPT="Image: ",Img & Name=Img & FITS_READ, Direct+Img+Ext,Img ;Img=FLOAT(MRDFITS(Direct+Img+Ext, /Silent))
Ref="" & READ,PROMPT="Reference: ",Ref & FITS_READ, Direct+Ref+Ext,Ref ;Ref=FLOAT(MRDFITS(Direct+Ref+Ext, /Silent))

FITS_READ,
Direct+"S_"+Name+Ext,Sub,Hdr ;Sub=FLOAT(MRDFITS(Direct+"S_"+Name+Ext, /Silent)) & Hdr=HEADFITS(Direct+"S_"+Name+Ext)

ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
NotUsed=FLTARR(2) & NotUsed(0)=MIN(Img)-10000.0 & NotUsed(1)=MIN(Ref)-10000.0
Unused_Pixels, Img,XI,YI & IF (XI GE 0.0 and YI GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(0)=Img(XI,YI)
Unused_Pixels, Ref,XR,YR & IF (XR GE 0.0 and YR GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(1)=Ref(XR,YR)

;Input the Saturation Level
Ans="" & READ,PROMPT="Check the Saturation (Yes/No): ",Ans & Ans=STRUPCASE(Ans) & Saturate=FLTARR(2)
IF Ans EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN

READ,PROMPT="Saturation Level (Image): ",Saturation & Saturate(0)=Saturation
READ,PROMPT="Saturation Level (Reference): ",Saturation & Saturate(1)=Saturation

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
Saturate(0)=MAX(Img)+10000.0 & Saturate(1)=MAX(Ref)+10000.0

ENDELSE

; Input the Level of Masking
Ans="" & READ,Prompt="Heavy Masking (Yes/No): ",Ans & Heavy=STRUPCASE(Ans)

; Input the Background Statistics ;READ,PROMPT="Detection Level (x Sigma): ",Factor
Factor=3.0

; Calculate the Background Statistics
MeanSky, Img,Ref,Saturate,NotUsed,Pixel,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR

; Calculate the Subtraction Background
Background,Sub,Pixel,IRow,ICol,SkyS,SigS & S_NotUsed=SkyS
IF XI GE 0.0 and YI GE 0.0 THEN S_NotUsed=Sub(XI,YI)
IF (XI LT 0.0 or YI LT 0.0) and (XR GE 0.0 and YR GE 0.0) THEN S_NotUsed=Sub(XR,YR)
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; Identify the Clutter Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Heavy EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN
IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 and ((ABS(Img(I,J)-SkyI) GE Factor*SigI) and (ABS(Ref(I,J)-SkyR) GE Factor*SigR)) THEN Pixel(I,J)=1.0

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 and ((ABS(Img(I,J)-SkyI) GE Factor*SigI) and (ABS(Ref(I,J)-SkyR) GE Factor*SigR) and $

(ABS(Sub(I,J)-SkyS) GE Factor*SigS)) THEN Pixel(I,J)=1.0
ENDELSE

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Mask the Cluttered Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) NE 0.0 THEN Sub(I,J)=S_NotUsed
ENDFOR

; Ouput the Masked Subtractions
FILE_DELETE ,Direct+"S_"+Name+"_M"+Ext, /Allow_Nonexistent & FITS_WRITE, Direct+"S_"+Name+"_M"+Ext,Sub,Hdr

END
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PRO MeanSky, Img,Ref,Saturate,NotUsed,Pixel,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR

; Calculate the Mean Sky & Sigma
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Identify the Unused & Saturated Pixels
Pixel=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Img(I,J) EQ NotUsed(0) OR Ref(I,J) EQ NotUsed(1) THEN Pixel(I,J)=3.0
IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 AND (Img(I,J) GE Saturate(0) OR Ref(I,J) GE Saturate(1)) THEN Pixel(I,J)=4.0
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the "Fixed" Images
ImgFix=Img & RefFix=Ref
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN BEGIN
ImgFix(I,J)=Saturate(0) & RefFix(I,J)=Saturate(1)

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the Mean Sky & Sigma
Sky, ImgFix,SkyI,SigI,HighBad=Saturate(0), /Silent & Sky, RefFix,SkyR,SigR,HighBad=Saturate(1), /Silent

END

PRO Background,Sub,Pixel,IRow,ICol,SkyS,SigS

SImgFix=Sub & SMax=MAX(Sub)+10000.0
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN SImgFix(I,J)=SMax
Sky, SImgFix,SkyS,SigS,HighBad=SMax, /Silent

END
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PRO Unused_Pixels, Img,X,Y

; Determine the Image Dimensions
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Locate the Unused Pixels

X=0 & Y=-1 & Img_Min=MIN(Img)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN

J0=0 & J1=1 & J2=2
IF J2 LE ICol-1 THEN BEGIN

IF (Img(I,J0) EQ Img_Min) and (Img(I,J0) EQ Img(I,J2)) THEN BEGIN
X=I & Y=J0 & GOTO, Finish

ENDIF
J0=J0+2 & J1=J1+2 & J2=J2+2
IF J2 GT ICol-1 THEN GOTO, Next

ENDIF
Next:

ENDFOR

Finish:

END
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Mask of Supernovae Subtractions (AGN)
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PRO Supernova_Mask

; Set the Work Space
Direct="C:\Documents and Settings\Patrick\Desktop\Space-Varying Kernel\4. Results\"

; Input the Subtractions
Ext ="" & READ,PROMPT="Extension: ",Ext & Ext="."+Ext
Img1="" & READ,PROMPT="Image #1: ",Img1 & Sub1=FLOAT(MRDFITS(Direct+Img1+Ext)) & Hdr1=HEADFITS(Direct+Img1+Ext)
Img2="" & READ,PROMPT="Image #2: ",Img2 & Sub2=FLOAT(MRDFITS(Direct+Img2+Ext)) & Hdr2=HEADFITS(Direct+Img2+Ext)

; Input the Background Statistics
; READ,PROMPT="Detection Level (x Sigma): ",Factor

Factor=1.0

; Identify the Unused Pixels
ISize=SIZE(Sub1, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1) & Pixel1=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & Pixel2=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)

NotUsed=FLTARR(2) & NotUsed(0)=MIN(Sub1)-10000.0 & NotUsed(1)=MIN(Sub2)-10000.0
Unused_Pixels, Sub1,XI,YI & IF (XI GE 0.0 and YI GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(0)=Sub1(XI,YI)
Unused_Pixels, Sub2,XR,YR & IF (XR GE 0.0 and YR GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(1)=Sub2(XR,YR)

FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN
IF Sub1(I,J) EQ NotUsed(0) THEN Pixel1(I,J)=3.0 & IF Sub2(I,J) EQ NotUsed(1) THEN Pixel2(I,J)=3.0

ENDFOR

; Calculate the Background Statistics
Background,Sub1,Pixel1,IRow,ICol,Sky1,Sig1 & Background,Sub2,Pixel2,IRow,ICol,Sky2,Sig2

; Identify the Cluttered Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel1(I,J) EQ 0.0 and Pixel2(I,J) EQ 0.0 THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(Sub1(I,J)-Sky1) GE Factor*Sig1) and (ABS(Sub2(I,J)-Sky2) LT 1.0*Sig2) THEN Pixel_Mask, I,J,IRow,ICol,Pixel1
IF (ABS(Sub2(I,J)-Sky2) GE Factor*Sig2) and (ABS(Sub1(I,J)-Sky1) LT 1.0*Sig1) THEN Pixel_Mask, I,J,IRow,ICol,Pixel2

ENDIF
ENDFOR

; Mask the Cluttered Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel1(I,J) NE 0.0 THEN Sub1(I,J)=Sky1 & IF Pixel2(I,J) NE 0.0 THEN Sub2(I,J)=Sky2
ENDFOR
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; Ouput the Masked Subtractions
FILE_DELETE ,Direct+Img1+"_Masked"+Ext, /Allow_Nonexistent & FILE_DELETE ,Direct+Img2+"_Masked"+Ext, /Allow_Nonexistent
MWRFITS,Sub1,Direct+Img1+"_Masked"+Ext,Hdr1 & MWRFITS,Sub2,Direct+Img2+"_Masked"+Ext,Hdr2

END
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PRO Background,Sub,Pixel,IRow,ICol,SkyI,SigI

SImgFix=Sub & SMax=MAX(Sub)+10000.0
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN SImgFix(I,J)=SMax
Sky, SImgFix,SkyI,SigI,HighBad=SMax, /Silent

END

PRO Pixel_Mask, I,J,IRow,ICol,Pixel

Pixel(I,J)=1.0

; IF I-1 GE 0 THEN Pixel(I-1,J)=1.0 & IF I+1 LE IRow-1 THEN Pixel(I+1,J)=1.0
; IF J-1 GE 0 THEN Pixel(I,J-1)=1.0 & IF J+1 LE ICol-1 THEN Pixel(I,J+1)=1.0

; IF I-1 GE 0 and J-1 GE 0 THEN Pixel(I-1,J-1)=1.0 & IF I+1 LE IRow-1 and J-1 GE 0 THEN Pixel(I+1,J-1)=1.0
; IF I-1 GE 0 and J+1 LE ICol-1 THEN Pixel(I-1,J+1)=1.0 & IF I+1 LE IRow-1 and J+1 LE ICol-1 THEN Pixel(I+1,J+1)=1.0

END
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PRO Unused_Pixels, Img,X,Y

; Determine the Image Dimensions
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Locate the Unused Pixels

X=0 & Y=-1 & Img_Min=MIN(Img)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN

J0=0 & J1=1 & J2=2
IF J2 LE ICol-1 THEN BEGIN

IF (Img(I,J0) EQ Img_Min) and (Img(I,J0) EQ Img(I,J2)) THEN BEGIN
X=I & Y=J0 & GOTO, Finish

ENDIF
J0=J0+2 & J1=J1+2 & J2=J2+2
IF J2 GT ICol-1 THEN GOTO, Next

ENDIF
Next:

ENDFOR

Finish:

END
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A9.1 Computer Code for Space-Varying Kernel Subtractions (OIS Method)
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PRO ImageSubtraction
!Quiet=1
;===============================================COMMON BLOCKS=============================================================;

COMMON ConvolveWidth,DelP
;============================================================================================================================;
;=============================================INPUT INFORMATION=============================================================;
; Set the Directory & Extension

Direct ="C:\Documents and Settings\JPMiller\Desktop\Space-Varying Kernel\4. Results\"
Ext="" & READ,PROMPT="Extension: ",Ext & Ext="."+Ext

; Input the Images
NameI="" & READ,PROMPT="Image Name: " ,NameI & Name=Direct+NameI+Ext & FITS_READ, Name,Img,ImgHdr
NameR="" & READ,PROMPT="Reference Name: ",NameR & Name=Direct+NameR+Ext & FITS_READ, Name,Ref

; Input the Image FWHM (Approximate) & Light Percentage
READ,PROMPT="Image FWHM: " ,FWHM
READ,PROMPT="Range of Light (Min,Max): ",LightMin,LightMax

; Input the Statistics of the Stamps & Iteration
READ,PROMPT="Roundness Statistic: " ,RndStat & RndStat=1.0-RndStat
READ,PROMPT="Sharpness Statistic: " ,ShrpStat
FluxPct=0.0 ;READ,PROMPT="Percent of Maximum Flux: ",FluxPct
READ,PROMPT="Chi^2 Statistic: " ,ChiSqStat

; Input the Polynomial Degree & Convolution Width
READ,PROMPT="Degree of the Kernel Polynomials: ",Deg
IF Deg NE 0.0 THEN READ,PROMPT="Convolution Width: ",DelP ELSE DelP=1

;Input the Saturation Level
Ans="" & READ,PROMPT="Check the Saturation (Yes/No): ",Ans & Ans=STRUPCASE(Ans) & Saturate=FLTARR(2)
IF Ans EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN

READ,PROMPT="Saturation Level (Image): " ,Saturation & Saturate(0)=Saturation
READ,PROMPT="Saturation Level (Reference): ",Saturation & Saturate(1)=Saturation

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
Saturate(0)=MAX(Img)+10000.0 & Saturate(1)=MAX(Ref)+10000.0

ENDELSE
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; Input the Kernel Basis
IBasis="" & READ,PROMPT="Basis (GC=Gaussian Components, Delta=Delta Functions): ",IBasis & IBasis=STRUPCASE(IBasis)
IF IBasis EQ "GC" THEN BEGIN

IAstier="" & READ,PROMPT="Use Astier (Yes/No): ",IAstier & IAstier=STRUPCASE(IAstier)
ENDIF

; Input the Constant Photometric Ratio Flag
IRatio="" & READ,PROMPT="Use the Constant Photometric Ratio (Yes/No): ",IRatio & IRatio=STRUPCASE(IRatio)

;=========================================================================================================================;
;======================================PRELIMINARY IMAGE ANALYSIS=========================================================;
; Identify the Not Used Pixel Values

NotUsed=FLTARR(2)
Unused_Pixels, Img,X,Y & IF (X GE 0.0 and Y GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(0)=Img(X,Y) ELSE NotUsed(0)=MIN(Img)-10000.0
Unused_Pixels, Ref,X,Y & IF (X GE 0.0 and Y GE 0.0) THEN NotUsed(1)=Ref(X,Y) ELSE NotUsed(1)=MIN(Ref)-10000.0

;=========================================================================================================================;
;===========================================PROCESS THE PIXELS============================================================;

; Calculate the Mean Sky & Normalize the Images
MeanSky, Img,Ref,Saturate,NotUsed,Fill,Pixel,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR & Img=Img-SkyI & Ref=Ref-SkyR
Image=Img & Reference=Ref

; Calculate the Processed Pixels
ProcessPixels, Img,Ref,SigI,SigR,Fill,LightMin,LightMax,Pixel,ImgPix,RefPix & Img=ImgPix & Ref=RefPix

;============================================================================================================================;
;=============================================KERNEL CALCULATIONS==========================================================;
; Build the Stamps & Kernel Size (HalfL=4*SigKernel+2; L=2*HalfL+1)

Stamps, Img,Ref,SigI,Pixel,FWHM,4.0,RndStat,ShrpStat,FluxPct,L,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp

; Calculate the Constant Photometric Ratio
PhotometricRatio, Img,Ref,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,Xi

; Build the Kernel Basis
KernelBasis, IRatio,IBasis,IAstier,L,N,KBasis

; Iterate the Kernel Calculation to Find the Best Stamps
IteratePolynomial2,IRatio,Xi,Img,Ref,Deg,L,N,KBasis,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,ChiSqStat,ChiSqDist,A

; Produce the Convolved Reference & Subtraction of the Original Images
Convol4, N,KBasis,L,Deg,A,Image,Reference,CReference,Subtraction,Kernel

; Produce the Stamps Images
StampsImage, Image,Reference,CReference,Subtraction,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,IStamps,RStamps,CRStamps,SIStamps,ItoCR
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; Filter Out the Unused Pixels
FilterPixels, L,Subtraction,Pixel,SImg,Sub_Sky,Sub_Sig

;==========================================================================================================================;
;=============================================OUTPUT INFORMATION==========================================================;
; Write the Subtracted Image

FILE_DELETE, Direct+"S_"+NameI+Ext, /Allow_Nonexistent & FITS_WRITE, Direct+"S_"+NameI+Ext,SImg,ImgHdr

; Write the Statistics
PRINT,""
PRINT,"Kernel Size: " ,L
PRINT,"# of Stamps: " ,N_ELEMENTS(WStamp) & PRINT,ChiSqDist & IF N_ELEMENTS(WStamp) GE 3 THEN
PRINT,MEDIAN(ChiSqDist,/Even),STDDEV(ChiSqDist)
PRINT,""
PRINT,"Kernel Integral: ",TOTAL(Kernel)," Photometric Ratio (I to R): ",Xi
PRINT,"I to CR Ratios: " ,ItoCR," Median: ",MEDIAN(ItoCR,/Even) & IF N_ELEMENTS(WStamp) GE 3 THEN PRINT,"Sigma: ",STDDEV(ItoCR)
PRINT,""

;=========================================================================================================================;
!Quiet=0
END
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FUNCTION ChiSqDistribute, CReference,Image,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp

P=N_ELEMENTS(WStamp) & ChiSqDist=FLTARR(P)

FOR K=0,P-1 DO BEGIN
XCtr=XStamp(K) & YCtr=YStamp(K) & DelW=WStamp(K)
IStamp =Image (XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
CRStamp=CReference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
Result=ChiSquare(CRStamp,IStamp) & ChiSqDist(K)=Result(2)

ENDFOR

RETURN, ChiSqDist
END

FUNCTION ChiSquare, CSubRef,SubImg

Temp=FLTARR(2)
Temp(0)=MIN(CSubRef) & Temp(1)=MIN(SubImg) & Minimum=MIN(Temp)
Temp(0)=MAX(CSubRef) & Temp(1)=MAX(SubImg) & Maximum=MAX(Temp)
DelW=SQRT(N_ELEMENTS(SubImg)) & Bins=ROUND((2.0*ALOG(FLOAT(DelW))/ALOG(2.0))+1.0)
HCSubRef=HISTOGRAM(CSubRef, Nbins=Bins, MIN=Minimum, MAX=Maximum) & HSubImg=HISTOGRAM(SubImg, Nbins=Bins, MIN=Minimum, MAX=Maximum)
Answer=XSq_Test(HCSubRef,HSubImg)

RETURN, [Maximum,Minimum,Answer(1)]
END
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PRO Coefficients, IRatio,Image,Reference,Degree,KernelSize,NBasis,KBasis,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,Alpha,Beta,Gamma,PMax

; Define the Arrays
PMax=N_ELEMENTS(WStamp)
Alpha=FLTARR(PMax,Degree+1,Degree+1) & Beta=FLTARR(PMax,NBasis,NBasis) & Gamma=FLTARR(PMax,NBasis)

; Build the Alpha Array
FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO FOR U=0,Degree DO FOR V=0,Degree-U DO Alpha(K,U,V)=XStamp(K)^U*YStamp(K)^V

; Build the Beta & Gamma Arrays
FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO BEGIN

XCtr=XStamp(K) & YCtr=YStamp(K) & DelW=WStamp(K)
IStamp=FLTARR(2*DelW+1,2*DelW+1) & RStamp=IStamp
IStamp(0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)=Image (XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
RStamp(0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)=Reference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
CKBasis=ConvolBasis(KernelSize,NBasis,DelW,RStamp,KBasis)

FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO FOR Q=0,NBasis-1 DO Beta(K,N,Q)=TOTAL(CKBasis(N,0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)*CKBasis(Q,0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW))
FOR Q=0,NBasis-1 DO Gamma(K,Q)=TOTAL(IStamp(0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)*CKBasis(Q,0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW))

ENDFOR

END

;====================================================FUNCTIONS====================================================;
FUNCTION ConvolBasis, L,N,DelW,RStamp,KBasis

KTemp=FLTARR(L,L) & CKBasis=FLTARR(N,2*DelW+1,2*DelW+1)
FOR U=0,N-1 DO BEGIN

KTemp(0:L-1,0:L-1)=KBasis(U,0:L-1,0:L-1)
CKTemp=CONVOL(RStamp,KTemp,1, /Center, /Edge_Wrap)
CKBasis(U,0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)=CKTemp(0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)

ENDFOR

RETURN, CKBasis
END
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PRO Convol4, NBasis,KBasis,KernelSize,Degree,A,Image,Reference,CReference,Subtraction,Kernel

COMMON ConvolveWidth, DelP

; Determine the Image & Kernel Dimensions
ISize=SIZE(Image, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1) & CReference=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
KernelWidth=(FLOAT(KernelSize)-1.0)/2.0

; Check for Constant Kernel Solution
IF Degree EQ 0 THEN BEGIN

; Build the Kernel at (KernelWidth,KernelWidth)
L=KernelSize & Kernel=FLTARR(L,L)
FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO Kernel(*,*)=Kernel(*,*)+A(N,0,0)*KBasis(N,*,*)

; Convolve the Reference
CReference=CONVOL(Reference,Kernel, /Center, /Edge_Wrap)

ENDIF
IF Degree EQ 0 THEN Goto, Skip

; Build the Kernel & Convolve the Reference (at each pixel)
ICnt=DelP & JCnt=DelP
FOR I=KernelWidth,IRow-1-KernelWidth DO BEGIN

ICalc="No" & IF (ICnt MOD DelP) EQ 0 THEN ICalc="Yes" & ICnt=ICnt+1
FOR J=KernelWidth,ICol-1-KernelWidth DO BEGIN

JCalc="No" & IF (JCnt MOD DelP) EQ 0 THEN JCalc="Yes" & JCnt=JCnt+1

; Build the Polynomial Factors at the Pixel
IF (ICalc EQ "Yes") and (JCalc EQ "Yes") THEN BEGIN

X=FLOAT(I) & Y=FLOAT(J) & Poly=FLTARR(NBasis)
FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO BEGIN

FOR M=0,Degree DO FOR L=0,Degree-M DO Poly(N)=Poly(N)+A(N,M,L)*X^M*Y^L
ENDFOR

; Build the Kernel at the Pixel
L=KernelSize & Kernel=FLTARR(L,L)
FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO Kernel(0:L-1,0:L-1)=Kernel(0:L-1,0:L-1)+Poly(N)*KBasis(N,0:L-1,0:L-1)

ENDIF
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; Build the Subimage of the Reference (at the pixel)
RefSub=Reference(I-KernelWidth:I+KernelWidth,J-KernelWidth:J+KernelWidth)

; Store the Convolution Calculation
Z=CONVOL(RefSub,Kernel,1) & CReference(I,J)=Z(KernelWidth,KernelWidth)

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Build the Subtracted Image
Skip: Subtraction=Image-CReference

END
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PRO FilterPixels, L,Image,Pixel,SImg,SkyI,SigI

; Calculate the Mean Sky of the Subtraction
ISize=SIZE(Image, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
SImgFix=Image & SMax=MAX(Image)+10000.0
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN SImgFix(I,J)=SMax
Sky, SImgFix,SkyI,SigI,HighBad=SMax, /Silent

; Mask the Unused Pixels in the Subtraction
ISize=SIZE(Image, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
SImg=Image & DelW=(FLOAT(L)-1.0)/2.0
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 or Pixel(I,J) EQ 4.0 THEN SImg(I,J)=SkyI
IF (0 LE I and I LE DelW) or (IRow-DelW LE I and I LE IRow) THEN SImg(I,J)=SkyI
IF (0 LE J and J LE DelW) or (ICol-DelW LE J and J LE ICol) THEN SImg(I,J)=SkyI

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

END
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PRO IteratePolynomial2, IRatio,Xi,Image,Reference,Degree,KernelSize,NBasis,KBasis,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,ChiSqStat,ChiSqDist,A

; Determine the Image Sizes & Set the Stamp Width
ISize=SIZE(Image, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Build the Stamp Coefficients
Coefficients, IRatio,Image,Reference,Degree,KernelSize,NBasis,KBasis,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,Alpha,Beta,Gamma,PMax

; Initialize Stamp Index Array
StampIndex=FLTARR(PMax) & FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO StampIndex(K)=K
XSave=XStamp & YSave=YStamp & WSave=WStamp

; Calculate the Chi^2=0 Case
IF ChiSqStat EQ 0.0 THEN BEGIN

; Derive the Optimal Kernel Coefficients
Loop="No"
SpaceVaryingKernel4, IRatio,Xi,Image,Reference,Degree,KernelSize,NBasis,Alpha,Beta,Gamma,PMax,StampIndex,A

; Calculate the Chi^2 Distribution
CReference=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO BEGIN

; Define the Reference Stamps
XCtr=FLOAT(XSave(K)) & YCtr=FLOAT(YSave(K)) & DelW=WSave(K)
RStamp=Reference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)

; Build the Space-Varying Kernel at the Reference Stamp
TempKernel=FLTARR(NBasis,KernelSize,KernelSize) & PolyKernel=FLTARR(KernelSize,KernelSize)
FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO BEGIN

PolyFactor=0.0
FOR M=0,Degree DO FOR L=0,Degree-M DO PolyFactor=PolyFactor+A(N,M,L)*XCtr^M*YCtr^L
TempKernel(N,*,*)=PolyFactor*KBasis(N,*,*)

ENDFOR
FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO PolyKernel(*,*)=PolyKernel(*,*)+TempKernel(N,*,*)

; Convolve the Reference Stamps
CRefStamp=CONVOL(RStamp,PolyKernel,1, /Center, /Edge_Wrap)
CReference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)=CRefStamp(0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)

ENDFOR
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; Calculate the Chi^2 Distribution of the Reference Stamps
ChiSqDist=ChiSqDistribute(CReference,Image,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp)

ENDIF ELSE Loop="Yes"

; Calculate the Chi^2>0 Case
WHILE Loop EQ "Yes" DO BEGIN

; Build the Polynomial Coefficients
SpaceVaryingKernel4, IRatio,Xi,Image,Reference,Degree,KernelSize,NBasis,Alpha,Beta,Gamma,PMax,StampIndex,A

; Build the Reference Stamps & Convolved Reference Stamps
CReference=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & NStamps=N_ELEMENTS(StampIndex)
FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO BEGIN

IFlag="No" & FOR U=0,NStamps-1 DO IF K EQ StampIndex(U) THEN IFlag="Yes"
IF IFlag EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN

;Set the Center of the Stamp
XCtr=FLOAT(XSave(K)) & YCtr=FLOAT(YSave(K)) & DelW=WSave(K)

;Build the Reference Stamp
RStamp=Reference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)

; Build the Space-Varying Kernel at the Reference Stamp
TempKernel=FLTARR(NBasis,KernelSize,KernelSize) & PolyKernel=FLTARR(KernelSize,KernelSize)
FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO BEGIN

PolyFactor=0.0
FOR M=0,Degree DO FOR L=0,Degree-M DO PolyFactor=PolyFactor+A(N,M,L)*XCtr^M*YCtr^L
TempKernel(N,*,*)=PolyFactor*KBasis(N,*,*)

ENDFOR
FOR N=0,NBasis-1 DO PolyKernel(*,*)=PolyKernel(*,*)+TempKernel(N,*,*)

; Build the Convolved Reference (Stamps Only)
CRefStamp=CONVOL(RStamp,PolyKernel,1, /Center, /Edge_Wrap)
CReference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)=CRefStamp(0:2*DelW,0:2*DelW)

ENDIF
ENDFOR

ChiSqDist=ChiSqDistribute(CReference,Image,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp)
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DimOld=N_ELEMENTS(StampIndex) & Dim=0
FOR I=0,DimOld-1 DO BEGIN

IF (ChiSqStat LE ChiSqDist(I)) and (ChiSqDist(I) LT 1.0) THEN Dim=Dim+1
ENDFOR
IF DimOld EQ Dim THEN BEGIN

Loop="No"
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

IF Dim NE 0 THEN BEGIN
StampIndex=FLTARR(Dim) & XTemp=FLTARR(Dim) & YTemp=XTemp & WTemp=XTemp & U=0
FOR I=0,DimOld-1 DO BEGIN

IF (ChiSqStat LE ChiSqDist(I)) and (ChiSqDist(I) LT 1.0) THEN BEGIN
FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO IF (XStamp(I) EQ XSave(K)) and (YStamp(I) EQ YSave(K)) THEN $
StampIndex(U)=K
XTemp(U)=XStamp(I) & YTemp(U)=YStamp(I) & WTemp(U)=WStamp(I)
U=U+1

ENDIF
ENDFOR
XStamp=XTemp & YStamp=YTemp & WStamp=WTemp

ENDIF ELSE STOP, "Polynomial iteration did not converge."
ENDELSE

ENDWHILE

; Cautionary Announcement
Q=(FLOAT(Degree)+1.0)*(FLOAT(Degree)+2.0)/2.0 & NStamps=N_ELEMENTS(WStamp)
IF NStamps LT Q THEN BEGIN

PRINT,""
PRINT,"Too few stamps for a good space-varying kernel."
PRINT,"# of Stamps Used: ",NStamps & PRINT,"# of Stamps Needed: ",FIX(Q)
PRINT,""

ENDIF

END
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PRO KernelBasis, IRatio,IBasis,IAstier,L,N,KBasis

; Define the Gaussian Components Basis Vectors
IF IBasis EQ "GC" THEN BEGIN

; Input the Gaussian Components Definition
IF IAstier EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN

NC=3 & Degree=[6,4,2] & Sigmas=[0.7,1.5,2.0]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

READ,PROMPT="Number of Components: ",NC
Degree=FLTARR(NC) & Sigmas=Degree
READ,PROMPT="Degrees: ",Degree & READ,PROMPT="Sigmas: ",Sigmas

ENDELSE

SigKernel=(FLOAT(L)-5.0)/8.0 & Sigmas=SigKernel*Sigmas
N=0.0 & FOR K=0,NC-1 DO N=N+(Degree(K)+1)*(Degree(K)+2)/2.0 & N=FIX(N)+1
KBasis=FLTARR(N,L,L) & Center=FIX((FLOAT(L)-1.0)/2.0) & Start=0 & Start=FIX(Start)
FOR K=0,NC-1 DO BEGIN
FOR U=0,Degree(K) DO BEGIN
FOR V=0,Degree(K)-U DO BEGIN

FOR I=0,L-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,L-1 DO BEGIN

X=FLOAT(ABS(I-Center)) & Y=FLOAT(ABS(J-Center))
KBasis(Start+Degree(K)*U+V-(U*(U-3)/2),I,J)=(X^U)*(Y^V)*EXP(-(X^2+Y^2)/(2.0*Sigmas(K)^2))

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

Start=Start+FIX((Degree(K)+1)*(Degree(K)+2)/2.0)
ENDFOR
KBasis(N-1,Center,Center)=1.0 ; Centered Delta Function Basis Vector

ENDIF

; Define the Delta Function Basis Vectors
IF IBasis NE "GC" THEN BEGIN

N=L^2 & KBasis=FLTARR(N,L,L)
FOR I=0,L-1 DO BEGIN

FOR J=0,L-1 DO KBasis(L*I+J,I,J)=1.0
ENDFOR

ENDIF
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IF IRatio EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN

; Reorganize the Basis Vectors (Centered Delta Function set to First Vector)
KTemp=FLTARR(N,L,L)
IF IBasis EQ "GC" THEN BEGIN

KTemp(0,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KBasis(N-1,0:L-1,0:L-1)
FOR K=1,N-1 DO KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KBasis(K-1,0:L-1,0:L-1)

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
NCtr=(L^2-1)/2
KTemp(0,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KBasis(NCtr,0:L-1,0:L-1)

FOR K=1,NCtr DO KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KBasis(K-1,0:L-1,0:L-1)
FOR K=NCtr+1,N-1 DO KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KBasis(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)

ENDELSE

; Normalize the Basis Vectors
Sum=FLTARR(N) & FOR K=0,N-1 DO Sum(K)=TOTAL(KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1))
FOR K=0,N-1 DO IF Sum(K) NE 0 THEN KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)/Sum(K)

; Define the New Basis
KBasis(0,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KTemp(0,0:L-1,0:L-1)
FOR K=1,N-1 DO IF Sum(K) NE 0 THEN KBasis(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)-KTemp(0,0:L-1,0:L-1) $
ELSE KBasis(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)=KTemp(K,0:L-1,0:L-1)

ENDIF

; Calculate the Number of Basis Vectors
NBasis=N_ELEMENTS(KBasis)/L^2

END
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PRO MeanSky, Img,Ref,Saturate,NotUsed,Fill,Pixel,SkyI,SigI,SkyR,SigR

; Calculate the Mean Sky & Sigma
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Identify the Unused & Saturated Pixels
Pixel=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Img(I,J) EQ NotUsed(0) OR Ref(I,J) EQ NotUsed(1) THEN Pixel(I,J)=3.0
IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 AND (Img(I,J) GE Saturate(0) OR Ref(I,J) GE Saturate(1)) THEN Pixel(I,J)=4.0

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the Random Fill ("Sprinkle")
Fill=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & NSeed=1001L
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

Fill(I,J)=2.0*RANDOMU(NSeed, /Uniform)-1.0
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the "Fixed" Images
ImgFix=Img & RefFix=Ref
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 3.0 THEN BEGIN
ImgFix(I,J)=Saturate(0) & RefFix(I,J)=Saturate(1)

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Calculate the Mean Sky & Sigma
Sky, ImgFix,SkyI,SigI,HighBad=Saturate(0), /Silent & Sky, RefFix,SkyR,SigR,HighBad=Saturate(1), /Silent

END
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PRO PhotometricRatio, Image,Reference,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,Xi

; Calculate the Photometric Ratios
P=N_ELEMENTS(WStamp) & Ratio=FLTARR(P)
FOR K=0,P-1 DO BEGIN

XCtr=XStamp(K) & YCtr=YStamp(K) & DelW=WStamp(K)
Img=Image (XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
Ref=Reference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
FluxI=TOTAL(Img) & FluxR=TOTAL(Ref) & Ratio(K)=FluxI/FluxR

ENDFOR
Xi=MEDIAN(Ratio)

; New Code to Filter the Stamps using the Photometric Ratio
Sig=STDDEV(Ratio) & NStamps=N_ELEMENTS(WStamp) & Dim=0 & FOR K=0,NStamps-1 DO IF ABS(Ratio(K)-Xi) LE Sig THEN Dim=Dim+1
XTemp=FLTARR(Dim) & YTemp=XTemp & WTemp=XTemp & Cnt=0
FOR K=0,NStamps-1 DO IF ABS(Ratio(K)-Xi) LE Sig THEN BEGIN

XTemp(Cnt)=XStamp(K) & YTemp(Cnt)=YStamp(K) & WTemp(Cnt)=WStamp(K) & Cnt=Cnt+1
ENDIF

IF Dim EQ 0 THEN STOP,"No stamps survived the photometric flux requirement."
XStamp=XTemp & YStamp=YTemp & WStamp=WTemp

END
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PRO ProcessPixels, Img,Ref,SigI,SigR,Fill,LightMin,LightMax,Pixel,ImgPix,RefPix

; Calculate the Dimensions of the Image
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Calculate the Minimum Sky Sigma, Maximum Sky Sigma, & Width of Process Box
ImgA=Img & RefA=Ref & ImgQ=ABS(ImgA)/SigI & RefQ=ABS(RefA)/SigR
MedianQ=MIN([MEDIAN(ImgQ, /Even),MEDIAN(RefQ, /Even)]) & SigmaQ=MIN([STDDEV(ImgQ),STDDEV(RefQ)])
FactMin=LightMin*(MAX([MAX(ImgQ),MAX(RefQ)])-MedianQ)/SigmaQ & SigMin=MedianQ+ABS(FactMin)*SigmaQ & SigMin=MAX([3.0,SigMin])

FactMax=LightMax*(MAX([MAX(ImgQ),MAX(RefQ)])-MedianQ)/SigmaQ & SigMax=MedianQ+ABS(FactMax)*SigmaQ
DelWidth=10 ;& PRINT, "SigMin,SigMax: ",SigMin,SigMax,MedianQ,SigmaQ

; Identify the Pixels >= Maximum Sigma
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF ((ABS(ImgA(I,J)) GE SigMax*SigI) OR (ABS(RefA(I,J)) GE SigMax*SigR)) AND Pixel(I,J) EQ 0.0 THEN Pixel(I,J)=1.0
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Identify the Interior Pixels
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
Interior="Yes"
FOR U=I-1,I+1 DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-1,J+1 DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF ~(U EQ I AND V EQ J) AND (Pixel(U,V) EQ 0.0) THEN Interior="No"

ENDIF
ENDFOR

ENDFOR
IF Interior EQ "Yes" THEN Pixel(I,J)=2.0

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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; Calculate the Widths
Width=FLTARR(IRow,ICol)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
StopWhile="No" & DelW=0
WHILE StopWhile EQ "No" DO BEGIN

Change="Yes" & DelW=DelW+DelWidth
FOR U=I-DelW,I+DelW DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-DelW,J+DelW DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF ~((I-DelW-1 LE U AND U LE I+DelW-1) AND (J-DelW-1 LE V AND V LE J+DelW-1)) THEN BEGIN

IF ((ABS(ImgA(U,V)) LT SigMin*SigI) AND (ABS(RefA(U,V)) LT SigMin*SigR)) THEN BEGIN
Change="No" & GOTO, Next

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
Change="No" & GOTO, Next
ENDELSE

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
Next: IF Change EQ "No" THEN StopWhile="Yes"

ENDWHILE
Width(I,J)=DelW-1

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
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; Identify the Pixel Flags
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) EQ 1.0 THEN BEGIN
DelW=ROUND(SQRT(2.0)*Width(I,J))
FOR U=I-DelW,I+DelW DO BEGIN
FOR V=J-DelW,J+DelW DO BEGIN

IF (0 LE U AND U LE IRow-1) AND (0 LE V AND V LE ICol-1) THEN BEGIN
IF (((U-I)^2+(V-J)^2) LE DelW^2) AND (Pixel(U,V) EQ 0.0) THEN Pixel(U,V)=1.0

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; "Sprinkle" the Bad Pixels with Background
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN
FOR J=0,ICol-1 DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) GT 0.0 THEN BEGIN
Img(I,J)=SigI*Fill(I,J) & Ref(I,J)=SigR*Fill(I,J)

ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

; Define the Output Images
ImgPix=Img & RefPix=Ref

END
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PRO SpaceVaryingKernel4, IRatio,Xi,Image,Reference,Degree,KernelSize,NBasis,Alpha,Beta,Gamma,PMax,StampIndex,A

; Define the Arrays
NStamps=N_ELEMENTS(StampIndex) & A=FLTARR(NBasis,Degree+1,Degree+1)

; Set the Constant Photometric Ratio Flag
Start=0 & IF IRatio EQ "YES" THEN BEGIN

Start=1 & A(0,0,0)=Xi
ENDIF

; Define the Arrays
NTerms=ROUND((Degree+1.0)*(Degree+2.0)/2.0) & NSize=ROUND((NBasis-Start)*NTerms)
Matrix=FLTARR(NSize,NSize) & B=FLTARR(NSize)

; Build the Coefficient Matrix & RHS Vector
ICnt=0
FOR Q=Start,NBasis-1 DO FOR R=0,Degree DO FOR S=0,Degree-R DO BEGIN

JCnt=0
FOR N=Start,NBasis-1 DO FOR M=0,Degree DO FOR L=0,Degree-M DO BEGIN

FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO BEGIN
IFlag="No" & FOR U=0,NStamps-1 DO IF K EQ StampIndex(U) THEN IFlag="Yes"
IF IFlag EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN

Matrix(ICnt,JCnt)=Matrix(ICnt,JCnt)+Alpha(K,M,L)*Alpha(K,R,S)*Beta(K,N,Q)
ENDIF

ENDFOR
JCnt=JCnt+1

ENDFOR
FOR K=0,PMax-1 DO BEGIN

IFlag="No" & FOR U=0,NStamps-1 DO IF K EQ StampIndex(U) THEN IFlag="Yes"
IF IFlag EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN

B(ICnt)=B(ICnt)+Alpha(K,R,S)*(Gamma(K,Q)-Start*Xi*Beta(K,0,Q))
ENDIF

ENDFOR
ICnt=ICnt+1

ENDFOR

; Calculate the Polynomial Coefficients of the Optimal Kernel
LUDC, Matrix,Index & ATmp=LUSOL(Matrix,Index,B)
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; Reformat the Coefficients
ICnt=0
FOR N=Start,NBasis-1 DO BEGIN

JCnt=0
FOR M=0,Degree DO FOR L=0,Degree-M DO BEGIN

A(N,M,L)=ATmp(ICnt+JCnt) & JCnt=JCnt+1
ENDFOR

ICnt=ICnt+NTerms
ENDFOR

END
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PRO Stamps, Image,Reference,SkySig,Pixel,FWHM,Factor,RndStatMax,ShrpStatMin,FluxPct,L,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp

;===============================================COMMON BLOCKS=============================================================;
COMMON StampData,Xc,Yc,Width,Dim,UseFlag
;============================================================================================================================;

; Calculate the Dimensions of the Image
ISize=SIZE(Image, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Calculate the Sky & Star Centroids
NewFind, Image,X,Y,Flux,Shrp,Rnd,Factor*SkySig,FWHM, /Silent

; Sort the Centroids & Flux in Descending Flux Order
Array=REVERSE(SORT(Flux)) & Xc=X(Array) & Yc=Y(Array) & Flux=Flux(Array) & Rnd=Rnd(Array) & Shrp=Shrp(Array)
Dim=N_ELEMENTS(Flux) & Width=FLTARR(Dim) & SigStamp=FLTARR(Dim) & UseFlag=MAKE_ARRAY(Dim, /String)

; Calculate the Stamp Centroids & Sizes
FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

Delta=2.0*SQRT(2.0*ALOG(2.0)) & Delta=ROUND(FWHM/Delta) & SubImg=FLTARR(2*Delta+1,2*Delta+1)
ChkEdge=CheckEdge(Xc(N),Yc(N),Delta,IRow,ICol,Pixel) & UseFlag(N)=ChkEdge & IF ChkEdge EQ "No" THEN GOTO, Next
SubImg(0:2*Delta,0:2*Delta)=Image(Xc(N)-Delta:Xc(N)+Delta,Yc(N)-Delta:Yc(N)+Delta)
Gauss=Gauss2DFit(SubImg,A) & Sig1=SQRT(A(2)^2+A(3)^2)
Stop="No" & Delta=Delta+1
WHILE Stop EQ "No" DO BEGIN

SubImg=FLTARR(2*Delta+1,2*Delta+1)
ChkEdge=CheckEdge(Xc(N),Yc(N),Delta,IRow,ICol,Pixel) & UseFlag(N)=ChkEdge & IF ChkEdge EQ "No" THEN GOTO, Next
SubImg(0:2*Delta,0:2*Delta)=Image(Xc(N)-Delta:Xc(N)+Delta,Yc(N)-Delta:Yc(N)+Delta)
Gauss=Gauss2DFit(SubImg,A) & Sig2=SQRT(A(2)^2+A(3)^2)
IF ABS(Sig1-Sig2)/Sig2 LE 0.01 THEN BEGIN

Stop="Yes"
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

Sig=Sig2 & Sig1=Sig & Delta=Delta+1
ENDELSE

ENDWHILE

;Set the Converged Stamp Size
Temp=FLTARR(2) & Temp(0)=A(2) & Temp(1)=A(3) & Delta=FIX(ROUND(4*(MAX(Temp))+2))

Next: Width(N)=Delta & IF UseFlag(N) EQ "Yes" THEN SigStamp(N)=MAX(Temp)
ENDFOR
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; Check the Edges of the Stamps
FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

IF UseFlag(N) EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN
ChkEdge=CheckEdge(Xc(N),Yc(N),Width(N),IRow,ICol,Pixel) & UseFlag(N)=ChkEdge

ENDIF
ENDFOR

; Calculate the Kernel Size
Array=REVERSE(SORT(Width)) & XTemp=Xc(Array) & YTemp=Yc(Array) & WTemp=Width(Array) & UseTemp=UseFlag(Array)
Stop="No"
FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

IF Stop EQ "Yes" THEN GOTO, Finish
IF UseTemp(N) EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN

XCtr=XTemp(N) & YCtr=YTemp(N) & DelW=WTemp(N)
Img=Image (XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
Ref=Reference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
GaussI=Gauss2DFit(Img,SigI) & GaussR=Gauss2DFit(Ref,SigR)
SigKernel=ABS((SigI(2)-SigR(2))+(SigI(3)-SigR(3)))/2.0 & HalfL=FIX(4.0*CEIL(SigKernel)+2.0)
Stop="Yes"

ENDIF
ENDFOR

Finish:

; Adjust the Kernel Size
IF HalfL LT 3 THEN HalfL=3 & IF HalfL GT 6 THEN HalfL=6 & L=FIX(2*HalfL+1)

; Adjust the Stamp Sizes to Fit the Kernel
FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

IF UseFlag(N) EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN
ChkKernel=CheckKernel(Width(N),L) & IF ChkKernel EQ "No" THEN Width(N)=HalfL+1

ENDIF
ENDFOR
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; Check the Edges of the Stamps, Roundness & Sharpness of the Stamps, Overlapping Stamps, & % Flux of the Maximum Flux
FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

IF UseFlag(N) EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN
ChkEdge =CheckEdge(Xc(N),Yc(N),Width(N),IRow,ICol,Pixel)
ChkStar =CheckStar(Rnd(N),RndStatMax,Shrp(N),ShrpStatMin)
ChkOverlap=CheckOverlap(N,Xc(N),Yc(N),Width(N))
ChkFlux =CheckFlux(Flux(N),Flux(0),FluxPct)
IF (ChkEdge EQ "No") OR (ChkStar EQ "No") OR (ChkOverlap EQ "No") OR (ChkFlux EQ "No") THEN UseFlag(N)="No"

ENDIF
ENDFOR

; Build the Centroids & Widths of the Stamps
FDim=0 & FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO IF UseFlag(N) EQ "Yes" THEN FDim=FDim+1
IF FDim GT 0 THEN BEGIN

XStamp=FLTARR(FDim) & YStamp=FLTARR(FDim) & WStamp=FLTARR(FDim)
K=0 & FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

IF UseFlag(N) EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN
XStamp(K)=Xc(N) & YStamp(K)=Yc(N) & WStamp(K)=Width(N)
K=K+1

ENDIF
ENDFOR

ENDIF ELSE STOP, "No stamps could be found."

; Limit the Number of Stamps to 200 (per Astier)
IF FDim GT 200 THEN BEGIN

XTemp=FLTARR(200) & YTemp=FLTARR(200) & WTemp=FLTARR(200)
FOR K=0,199 DO BEGIN

XTemp(K)=XStamp(K) & YTemp(K)=YStamp(K) & WTemp(K)=WStamp(K)
ENDFOR
XStamp=XTemp & YStamp=YTemp & WStamp=WTemp

ENDIF

END
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FUNCTION CheckEdge, Xc,Yc,Delta,IRow,ICol,Pixel

ChkEdge="No"
IF (0 LE Xc-Delta) AND (Xc+Delta LE IRow-1) THEN BEGIN

IF (0 LE Yc-Delta) AND (Yc+Delta LE ICol-1) THEN ChkEdge="Yes"
ENDIF
IF ChkEdge EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN

FOR I=Xc-Delta,Xc+Delta DO BEGIN
FOR J=Yc-Delta,Yc+Delta DO BEGIN

IF Pixel(I,J) GT 0.0 THEN ChkEdge="No"
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

ENDIF

RETURN, ChkEdge
END

FUNCTION CheckStar, RndStat,RndStatMax,ShrpStat,ShrpStatMin

ChkStar="No"
IF (ABS(RndStat) LE RndStatMax) AND (ABS(ShrpStat) GE ShrpStatMin) THEN ChkStar="Yes"

RETURN, ChkStar
END
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FUNCTION CheckOverlap,N,X,Y,W

COMMON StampData,Xc,Yc,Width,Dim,UseFlag

ChkOverlap="Yes"
FOR K=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

IF K NE N and UseFlag(K) EQ "Yes" THEN BEGIN
FOR I=Xc(K)-Width(K),Xc(K)+Width(K) DO BEGIN
FOR J=Yc(K)-Width(K),Yc(K)+Width(K) DO BEGIN

IF (X-W LT I AND I LT X+W) AND (Y-W LT J AND J LT Y+W) THEN BEGIN
ChkOverlap="No"

GOTO, Nxt
ENDIF

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

ENDIF
ENDFOR

Nxt: RETURN, ChkOverlap
END

FUNCTION CheckKernel,Width,L

ChkKernel="Yes"
IF 2*Width+1 LE L THEN ChkKernel="No"

RETURN, ChkKernel
END

FUNCTION CheckFlux, Flux,MaxFlux,FluxPct

ChkFlux="No"
IF Flux GE FluxPct*MaxFlux THEN ChkFlux="Yes"

RETURN, ChkFlux
END
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PRO StampsImage, Image,Reference,CReference,Subtraction,XStamp,YStamp,WStamp,IStamps,RStamps,CRStamps,SIStamps,ItoCR

; Define the Arrays
ISize=SIZE(Image, /Dimension) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)
IStamps=FLTARR(IRow,ICol) & RStamps=IStamps & CRStamps=IStamps

; Build the Stamps
Dim=N_ELEMENTS(WStamp) & ItoR=FLTARR(Dim) & ItoCR=ItoR
FOR N=0,Dim-1 DO BEGIN

XCtr=XStamp(N) & YCtr=YStamp(N) & DelW=WStamp(N)
IStamps (XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)=Image (XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
RStamps( XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)=Reference (XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
CRStamps(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)=CReference(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW)
ItoCR(N) =TOTAL(IStamps(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW))/TOTAL(CRStamps(XCtr-DelW:XCtr+DelW,YCtr-DelW:YCtr+DelW))

ENDFOR
SIStamps=IStamps-CRStamps

END
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PRO Unused_Pixels, Img,X,Y

; Determine the Image Dimensions
ISize=SIZE(Img, /Dimensions) & IRow=ISize(0) & ICol=ISize(1)

; Locate the Unused Pixels
X=0 & Y=-1 & Img_Min=MIN(Img)
FOR I=0,IRow-1 DO BEGIN

J0=0 & J1=1 & J2=2
IF J2 LE ICol-1 THEN BEGIN

IF (Img(I,J0) EQ Img_Min) and (Img(I,J0) EQ Img(I,J2)) THEN BEGIN
X=I & Y=J0 & GOTO, Finish

ENDIF
J0=J0+2 & J1=J1+2 & J2=J2+2
IF J2 GT ICol-1 THEN GOTO, Next

ENDIF
Next:

ENDFOR

Finish:

END
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